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M1SD votes MSU closes
to keep its same class purchase in
curriculum
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Members of the Murray
of
Board
Independent
Education have voted to stay
the course with current academic efforts in district classrooms
despite changes in staterequired testing and assessment
standards resulting from the
state General Assembly's action
scrapping the Commonwealth
Accountability Testing System.
Superintendent Bob Rogers
recommended to the board during a meeting Thursday night
that the district continue to
teach the same curriculum.
assess student academic efforts
and report results to parents and
the public annually just as the
district always has in the past
while providing the Kentucky
Department of Education what
it needs to know to oversee the
process - at least until a new
state-required assessment is
introduced for the 2011-12
school year.
Rogers said the recommendation was made after many.
inquiries from parents and
meetings with the districts
teachers and administrative
staff. The consensus was unanimous among district educators
that MISD continue the same
focus on math, writing, English,
science, arts and humanities.
vocational education and practical living instruction unabated.
Eleanor Spry, assistant super-

See Page 2A
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Milli Forecast
By The Associated Press
Friday .Partly surir.y ri,ghs
in the lower 70s.
Friday night.. Mostly cloudy.
Lows in the lower 50s
cloudy
Saturday ..Mostly
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Highs in the lower 70s
night Mostly
Saturday
cloudy with a chance of showers and a slight chance of thunderstorms. Lows in the mid 50s.
Chance of precipitation 30 percent.
Sunday.. Mostly cloudy with
a 30 percent chance of showers
Highs
and thunderstorms
around 70.
night Mostly
Sunday
cloudy with a 50 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the upper 40s.
Monday .Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers
Highs in the lower 60s
Monday night. Mostly clear.
Lows in the lower 40s
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Murray State Lniversity has closed the
deal to purchase the Paducah land that
was optioned in September for an extended campus.
According to Catherine Sivills, assistant vice-president for institutional
advancement and communications, the
purchase became official on April 6. The
property is located on Interstate 24 across
from West Kentucky Community and
Technical College. Sivills said it is commonly referred to as Barkley Woods
ground. and it is the only wooded area on
that part of the interstate:
Several attempts Thursday to reach

on land
Paducah

MSU President Dr Randy Dunn for corn- According to the release. MSU acquired cy has been the enhancement of MSU's
ments were unsuccessful. However, in a a six-month option for $50,000 to pur- outreach to the university's entire service
press release about the land purchase chase approximately 23 acres of the 29- region," the release said. "That interest,
posted on MSU's news Web site, Dunn acre property for $I million from owners coupled with the Kentucky Council for
the
said, "We must have a stronger presence Falconite Properties, Inc. That option Postsecondary Education's Double
in Paducah and the purchase of this prop- continued until early January, when it Numbers program has led to an emphasis
erty gives us a foundation to grow from. was renewed for a three-month extension on providing increased higher education
Developing an extended campus site on for an additional $25,000. All option pay- opportunities throughout the region. In
12
this land across from WKCTC is some- ments were applied to the total cost of the April 2008, Dunn announced MSU's
for the unithing that makes sense. In fact, this is property at the time of purchase, the x 12 initiative, setting a goal
versity to enroll 12,000 students by 2012.
very much in sync with the work the task release said.
Sivills said the money for the land pur- The 12 x 12 plan supports Kentucky's
force completed, as they honed in on a
which
recommendation to our board of regents chase came from university reserves, Double the Numbers initiative,
2,834
award
to
State
Murray
on
calls
pora
and
money."
"one-time
was
which
near
or
on
building
MSU
an
to position
tion of which was specifically designated bachelor's degrees annually by 2020."
WKCTC land."
The MSU Board of Regents voted 6-5 for land acquisition.
"A particular focus of Dunn's presiden- III See Page 2A
in September 2008 to purchase the land.
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Ft:ss
not drain the county's treasury
past
months, but excessively.
"I think we will be all right
more remains
the when we get reimbursed," he
before
will said.
county
fs4alii`
how
know
Earlier in the meeting,
much FEMA Michael Oliver, a representative
will reimburse from
Kentucky
the
payers. Transportation Cabinet now in
tax
Magistrates charge of maintaining and
have allocated upgrading the county's road$100,000 so far ways, told the court that confor expenses, but are hoping the tractors have already begun precost will not amount to that fig- liminary work for the compleure or that FEMA will reim- tion of the Ky. 80 four-laning
burse as much as possible if it project between Murray and
does.
Elkins said the expense may MI See Page 2A

Ky. 80 work scheduled lc,
to resume in mid-May
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway: Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins has been appointed
by Calloway County Fiscal
Court to act as the county's
agent in obtaining disaster funding from the Federal Emergency
Management Agency in an
effort to mitigate the county's
financial liability in paying for
destruction caused by January's
ice storm.

750

Niurra,. Kt( 4zto 7 1

Magistrates \,oted unanimously to appoint Elkins as the county's fiscal agent during a meeting in the district court room at
the Calloway County Judicial
Building last night. The judge
will sign all necessary paperwork and work with state and
federal officials to minimize the
county's cost for the relief and
clean-up effort.
Elkins told the court that much
has been accomplished in the

Accident —1
claims life of
Murray man
Staff Repot
A 19-year-old Murray resident was killed in a traffic
Collision on South Fourth
Street Wednesday evening.
According to the Murray
Police Department, officers
responded to a traffic collision with injuries at 5:30
p.m. Wednesday on South
Fourth Street near the intersection with Sunbury Circle.

•See Page 2A

Pella Corporation announces
hirings planned at local plant
would be five-day work week with the
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
possibility of overtime depending on
Staff Writer
Pella Corporation in Murray has demand for the product.
Harkema said the jobs are a result of
announced that it will be hiring for 20
full-time positions to start work at the a new line of windows known as Pella
Impervia Casement Windows, which
end of May.
Kathy Krafka Harkema. the spokes- are the type often referred to as
woman for Pella at their headquarters "crank-out windows" and are made
in Pella, Iowa, said this morning the from engineered fiber glass. She said
positions would be full-time and that although the housing market has
would come with benefits including declined between 60 and 70 percent
medical and dental insurance and since its peak in 2006, there is a
vacation time. People can apply for the demand for replacing windows with
jobs online at www.pella.cornicareers, more energy-efficient models. She
said she hoped a new: federal tax credshe said.
The positions will be third shift, with it available for homeowners in which
the first shift of the week beginning at they can potentially wnte off $1,500
10:30 p.m. Sundays and ending the
following morning at 7 a.m. She said it •See Page 2A

Photo provided
YOUNG ARTISTS' WORK: Pictured above, Murray Middle School art teacher
Gena Maley prepares for the annual Arts & Humanities Night on Monday, April 20.
will be
Doors will open at 6:39 p.m. for residents to tour the wing. At 7 p.m. there
are
residents
although
charge
admission
no
is
There
cafeteria.
the
a reception in
encouraged to bring "Box Tops' for Education.

'Speechless'Beahan chosen
MSU's Distinguished Professor

Photo provided
Pictured above, front row, left to ngh,: Jim Carter, vice president of institutional advancement; Olivia Kirks, MSU graduate
student from Madisonville: Dr. Charlotte Beahan. Back row,
left to right: Dr. Ted Brown, dean of the College of Humanities
and Fine Arts; Dr. Bonnie McNeely, 2007 Distinguished
Professor and associate professor of management; Dr. Terry
Stneter, chair of the Department of History.

Sp•clail to the Ledger
Dr. Charlotte beahan, Murray
State University professor of
history, has been selected as the
2009 Distinguished Professor
Alumni
MSU
the
by
Association. Jim Carter. MSU
vice president of institutional
advancement and executive
director of the alumni association, presented Beahan with the
award on this week.
said
speechless,"
"I'm
Beahan, when accepting the
award during her 8:30 a.m.

class. Several faculty colleagues
of the College of Humanities
and Fine Arts were on hand for
the surprise presentation.
Dr. Ted Brown, Dean of the
MSU College of Humanities
and Fine Arts, says Beahan
exemplifies teaching excellence. "Dr. Beahan is very well
known across our campus for
both her impressive knowledge
of her subject matter and her
even more impressive genuine
concern for the welfare of her
students." Brown adds."She is

true asset to our university, and
we are very pleased and proud
to have her as a member of the
College of Humanities and Fine
Arts. I heartily congratulate
Charlotte on this well-deserved
recognition for a teaching career
of distinction and dedication."
Beahan came to MSU in 1980
from Wichita State University.
She earned her doctorate and
from
degrees
master's
Columbia University' and her

IN See Page 2A
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Field fire reported in county

Sex offender charged
with violation offense

KYSER LOUGH/Leoger & Times

TEARING DOWN: Demolition continues on a warehouse on South Fourth Street in Murray,
next to Roberson Hih Burger inn. No other information was immediately available.

Waterfield lecture focuses
on Lincoln's Kentucky politics
By RYSER LOUGH
Stet Writer
Continuing in the bicentennial
celebration
of
Abraham
Lincoln, the 33rd Harry Lee
Waterfield
Distinguished
Lecture in Public Affairs featured a talk on Lincoln's
Kentucky politics.
Roger Billings, professor of
law at Northern Kentucky
University, gave the address in
the Curris Center Theater, entitled "Abraham Lincoln: A
Kentucky Politician."
Billings first spoke of how
despite starting out in Kentucky,
Lincoln was not a popular man
in the commonwealth in his
later years.
"I'm not going to avoid the
bad facts, Lincoln was an
unpopular man in Kentucky,"
Billings said. "But now 1 am
welcoming him home to
Kentucky."
To trace the Kentucky influence on Lincoln's politics,
Billings started with his early
years. He traced Lincoln's family tree, following them from the
first immigrant from England to
when the family moved down
from Virginia into the Green
River area in Kentucky.
Lincoln's slave policy influences are said to have strong
roots in his childhood in
Kentucky.
'"Both of his parents had lived
tn homes with slaves. Young
tibe saw slaves being led South
„. it left an impression on him.
He probably saw a slave auc4on. Later, he wrote, 'I'm naturally anti-slavery,— Billings
said.
Slavery policy wasn't the only
part of Lincoln's politics influenced by Kentucky, Billings
said. He got to attend school for
two months while growing up,
which left a lasting irnpression.
Billings said Lincoln always
remembered his two teachers'

From Front
"The only way Murray State
will be able to meet our obligations to the Commonwealth and
to the region is to better serve
our extended campuses," Dunn
continued in the release.
"Throughout our region there is
a clear need, with thousands of
people in McCracken County
alone in the situation of having
completed their community college education but now needing
to continue on to earn bachelor's degrees."
The release said the next step
for MSU will be to determine
which of its programs will best
meet the needs of Paducah and
McCracken County for growth
and expansion. Besides meeting

=Aga
names and that the school was
responsible for his lifelong selflearning.
Lincoln's first law experience
even happened in Kentucky
after he was accused of running
a ferry without a license while
living in Indiana. The trial was
in Kentucky and he defended
himself, and won.
Later, while in the White
House, Lincoln kept tabs on his
home state. During the Civil
War, he paid close attention to
Kentucky, even getting both
Lexington newspapers delivered
to him. As a key neutral border
state, Lincoln promised not to
send federal troops in as long as
Kentucky didn't challenge the
Union. However, Billings said,
he secretly sent weapons to
in
sympathizers
Union
Kentucky to help fend off
Confederate influences.
Despite Lincoln's later years
and falling-out with Kentucky,
especially with the signing of
the Emancipation Proclamation
that didn't include Kentucky.
Billings said we should be
proud of Lincoln and his
Kentucky politics.
"We can truly call him 'A.
Lincoln- of Kentucky."'

intendent for curriculum and
instruction, told board members
that although writing portfolios
will not longer be required for
assessment by the state during
the next few years that writing
skills will continue to be an
important part of the MISD curriculum.
"We will know what we are
able to do in writing portfolios."
she said. "We'll still be reporting and we will still be teaching
what we always have."
Board Chairman Dr. Richard
Crouch said the district will
soon send letters to parents
informing them of the details of
the district's plans to adhere to
changes in
state-required
assessment under Senate Bill
One.
"We're not going to be changing anything," Crouch said.
The district will continue to
teach and assess student
achievement in classes no
longer required for accountability by the state during the transitional period and continue
informing parents about their
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Oliver agreed to take the county's request to KTC officials.
Mayfield. The only section
In other action, magistrates:
remaining lies between Brinn
• approved a resolution for
Road and Ky. 1836 in county participation in a project
Coldwater.
sponsored by the Kentucky
"The contractor should begin Department for Homeland
work on that section by mid- Security to obtain grant funding
May," Oliver said. Oliver also to purchase weapons and
stated that the Department of ammunition for the Calloway
Highways would also take a County Sheriff's Department.
look at rough bridge crossings
• approved two changes in
lying along Ky. 80 between U.S. county jail policy. The first reg641 North and Aurora.
ulates the use of retention chairs
Earlier, Oliver told the court used to secure inmates that
that the state is planning $686, become a danger to themselves,
413 in highway improvements others or property. The second
across the county during the would forbid personal relationseason.
upcoming
ships between jail employees
Improvements planned include
and inmates up to six months
3.2 miles of Ky. 1386 to
after the inmate's release.
Downing Road; 2.6 miles of
• approved the appointment
Justice Road to Ky. 121; 2.2
Donnie Thomas to a full-time
of
miles of Ky. 444 from Ky. 121
on the county road
to Tan Branch Culvert; about 0 position
with a compensation rate
crew
miles
of
Ky.
464
at
Fourth
.2
Street and the railroad crossing of $10.82 per hour.
• approved a utility easement
and almost a mile of Ky. 893
Hazel
near the
located
from Ky. 1836 to Ky. 94.
While commending the plan Community Center in Hazel in
by the state to improve county favor of the South 641 Water
roads, Elkins and magistrates District. The district is now
Eddie Clyde Hale, Connie upgrading the city's sewage and
Morgan, Bobby Stubblefield wastewater treatment facilities
and Johnny Gingles asked and has requested the easement
Oliver to see what he could do to complete the job.
• approved a Mediacom
to get KTC officials to consider
roadwork planning based on the • chise agreement extension for
needs of the local community about 18 months to give count).
before awarding contracts. and Mediacom officials time to
Elkins said the state's plan does discuss a longer-term contract
include needed work, but there for the company to provide
are other places in the county cable TV and other services in
where the need may be greater. the county.

From Front

with business, education and
civic groups over the coming
months, an assessment is being
undertaken by WKCTC on
anticipated and needed jobs for
the future. The information will
help shape future university
programs and services at a new
Paducah campus. MSU also has
extended
campuses
in
Hopkinsville, Madisonville and
Henderson.
Murray's current campus in
Paducah is in the Cnsp Center, a
former Pepsi bottling plant. The
release said its expansion possibilities are limited and that
strong student growth has
heightened the need for action.
An attempt Thursday to reach
Alan Stout, MSU board chairman, was also unsuccessful.

child's progress as usual.
Many requirements of the former CATS test will be set aside
or changed over the next few
years while a new test is
devised. The assessment used in
the meantime will include
norm-referenced testing similar
to many college entrance exam
tests and current core content
testing in math, reading and science with assessment in social
studies added to the mix. It will
also require K-12 and postsecondary schools to align content
so that high remediation rates
can be reduced at Kentucky's
colleges and universities.
In other action, the board
approved a revised state buildings and grounds applications
and paperwork to the Kentucky
Department of Education for the
purchase of two boilers for
Murray High School. The board
also approved several construction and bidding actions related
to construction of a new chemistry lab at the school. Also
approved was several insurance
liability issues regarding property, boiler and equipment, legal
liability for educators, student
accidents and worker compensation.

II Accident..
From Front
A press release said Tyler
Boudreaux. 19, of Murray was
traveling south on Fourth Street
on a 2007 Kawasaki motorcycle
when a 17-year-old juvenile
traveling north in a 2001 Chevy
made a left turn to enter a parking lot.
As the juvenile, whom police
did not identify, made the turn.
his Chevy crossed into the path
of Boudreaux. After Boudreaux
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From Front
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responded.
Manning reminds residents
that even though the ground has
been wet from the recent rain.
people should be aware that
there is still a danger of field
fires because wind dries the surface. There may also be new
grass underneath the damp surface, so no brush tire should be
left before it is entirely extinguished, he said.

Staff Report
The Calloway County I-ireRescue Squad responded to a
field fire at the 3500 block of
State Route 121 South at about
3:30 p.m. Wednesday. according
to Deputy Chief Tim Manning.
Manning said the fire was
caused by a brush tire that got
out of control and that it burned
about an acre of grass. Four
trucks and 13 firefighters

•Land purchase ...
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Staff Report
Another convicted Calloway
County sex offender has been
arrested for violating residency
laws.
According to Kentucky State
Police, an investigation led by
Trooper Brian Duvall determined that Steven E. Rowe,
50. of Murray was possibly living within 1,000 feet of Laugh,
Learn and Grow Daycare on
Coldwater Road in Murray.
After further investigation.
Duvall found that Rowe was
living within 500 feet of the
facility.
After Duvall obtained a warrant, Rowe was arrested on
Wednesday
and charged
Registered Sex Offender
Registration Violation First
Offense and also Failure to
Notify Kentucky Department
of Transportation of an address
change. He was lodged in the
Calloway County Jail. KSP
officials said they were continuing to investigate sex offender registry violations.

KY 464 closure in Almo
to start on Monday
Special to Use Ledger
The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet plans to close KY
464/Almo Road in Calloway
Monday through
County
Wednesday. April 20-22. The
daytime closure is to allow the
use of a long-reach trackhoe to
remove ice storm debns that is
blocking water flow beneath
the Clarks River Bridge.
The closure at KY 464 mile
point ;3.219 is between KY
1824 and KY 80 in the Almo
area. KY 464 will be closed at
the Clarks River Bridge from
approximately 8:30 a.m. to
approximately 2:30 p.m., CDT,
each day. KY 464 will be open
to local traffic only on each
side of the closure.
This closure is about five
miles west of KY 80 and about
one mile east of KY 1824, just
east of the Almo community.

collided with the vehicle, he
was transported to emergency
room of Murray-Callowa),
County Hospital, where he later
died of his injuries. The juvenile
received no injuries, the release
said.
Police were assisted by the
Murray
Fire
Department,
Murray-Calloway Ambulance
Service and DES. The collision
is currently being investigated
by an MPD accident reconstructionist, officials said.

•••

She has received many honors
during her time at MSU,includbachelor's
degree
from ing the Regents' Award for
Michigan State University.
Teaching Excellence in 1986,
Her areas of research interest the Non-Traditional Students'
include East Asia. women's hisAward for Outstanding and
tory and world civilization.
Dedicated Service in 1988 and
academPublished in numerous
the MSU Honors Program
ic journals, her recent works
Student Council Professor of
include *Recent Scholarship on
Women in Literature and on the the Month for November 2006.
Implemented in 1964 by the
Concept of the Body in China."
MSU
Alumni Association, the
History
8.4
Journal of Women's
(Winter 1997) 177-186, and Distinguished Professor Award
Initiative
and has been bestowed on 44 other
"Private
Education for Gifts and Women faculty members. including last
in the Late Ch'ing," Annals, year's recipient. Dr. David
Southeast
Conference, Kraemer, professor in the
Association for Asian Studies, Department of Occupational
1991.
Safety and Health.

From Front

•Pella ...
From Front
for window replacement would
also help product demand.
"It's a great way to take a bite
out of your utility bills and get a
$1,500 credit come tax time and
keep your friends and neighbors
in Murray hard at work in this
recession," she said.
"I'm delighted," said Mark
Manning the director of the

Murray-Calloway
County
Economic
Development
Corporation. "When you think
about how the economy has
been dragging and dragging, it's
a ray of sunshine to see some
hiring going on in Murray. And
I think it's a testament to Pella
that they arc able to hire more
people." He added."I hope it's a
sign of other good things to

Regulation to AM% jobless benefits eyed
FRANKFORT, Ky (AP) A spokesman tor Gov. Steve
Beshear says an arrangement has been worked out that is
expected to allow Kentuckians who exhaust (heir state and federal unemployment benefits this week to continue receiving
checks.
Jay Blanton says the governor's office has received verbal
approval from the U.S. Department of Labor for a regulatory
change that would allow Kentucky to extend jobless benefits by
13 weeks using money from the federal stimulus package.
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Obartia: No charges for harsh CIA interrogation

Obituaries
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WASHINGTON (AP) -Barack
Obama
Tyler Patrick Boudreaux, 19, Murray. died Thursday. April 16, President
2009, at 6:53 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. His death absolved CIA officers from
was from injuries sustained in a motorcycle accident. He was serv- prosecution for harsh, painful
ing in the United States Army, was a graduate of interrogation of terror suspects
Murray High School and a member of Hardin Thursday, even as his adminisreleased
Bush-era
Baptist Church. He was born July 28, 1989. His tration
grandfather, Ron Boudreaux, preceded him in death. memos graphically detailing —
"--"""=. Survivors include his father, Shane Boudreaux, his and authorizing — such grim
mother. Donna Boudreaux, one sister, Haley tactics as slamming detainees
Boudreaux, and grandparents. Edd and Janice Asbridge and Lynda against walls, waterboarding
Boudreaux. all of Murray. Churchill-Imes Heritage Funeral Home is them and keeping them naked
in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at and cold for long periods.
Human rights groups and
www.imesmillercom.
many Obama officials have connanny D.(Peanuts) Rogers
demned such methods as torture.
Jimmy D.(Peanuts) Rogers. 70, Hazel, died Thursday. April 16. Bush officials have vigorously
2009. at 1:35 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray. J.H. disagreed.
Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
In releasing the documents,
the
most
comprehensive
Betty Jo Lawn
accounting yet of interrogation
Betty Jo Eason. 74. Metropolis, Ill, died Thursday. April 16, methods that were among the
2009, at 9:30 a.m. at Massac Memorial Hospital, Metropolis, Ill. Bush administrations most
Born May 30, 1934, she was a retired health care worker. She was closely guarded secrets. Obama
preceded in death by her father and mother, Charles and Opal said he wanted to move beyond
Lucretis Wood as well as a sister, Beverly McNeill. She is survived "a dark and painful chapter in
by one daughter. Linda Yvonne Potuznik of Metropolis, Ill and one our history."
grandson. Michael John Haisma, of Hermosa Beach, Calif.
Past and present CIA officials
Churchill-Imes Heritage Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of had unsuccessfully pressed for
arrangements. Online condolences may be made at more parts of the four legal
www.imesmillercom.
memos to be kept secret, and
some critics argued the release
Mrs. Debbie Sullivan
would make the United States
Mrs. Debbie Sullivan, 54, Murray, died Thursday, April 16. less safe.
2009. at 10 a.m. at her home. She was married Aug. 18, 1973. to
Michael Hayden, who led the
Alvah Ray Sullivan III, who died Jan. 15, 2007. She was born Aug. CIA under George W. Bush, said
8, 1954, in Illinois. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in CIA officers will now be more
charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at timid and allies will be more
www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
reluctant to share sensitive intelligence.
Chris Westphal
"If you want an intelligence
The funeral for Chris Westphal will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
service to work for you, they
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Bro. Ricky Cunningham will
always work on the edge. That's
officiate. Burial will follow in the McDaniel
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home
from 4 to 8 p.m. Saturday. Online condolences
may be made at www.imesmillencom. Expressions
of sympathy may be made in the form of contribuWASHINGTON (AP) —
tions to the family to help offset final expenses and
Housing construction unexpectmay be mailed to 1128 Redbud Rd., Dexter, KY
edly plunged, the number of
42036. Mr. Westphal, 23. Dexter, died Tuesday,
people receiving jobless benefits
April 14, 2009, at 3 a.m. at his home. He was born
grew and JPMorgan Chase &
May 20, 1985. Survivors include his wife, Jennifer
said its first-quarter profit
McKnight Westphal. one son. Dyelan Westphal, Co.
Westphal
parents, Mike and Barbara Stone Westphal, and dropped compared with last
one sister, Christy Westphal. all of Dexter; one brother, David Ham, year.
That was the bad news. But
Paducah; grandparents. Bobby and Melinda Stone, Dexter, and Ron
and Marcia Westphal, Nashville. Tenn.; great-grandparents, Nadine those same reports Thursday
included some silver linings
Hill, Almo. and Don Diers. Paducah.
suggesting the recession may be
easing.
Mrs. Katy Schnautz
The pace of new-home conA memorial service for Mrs. Katy Schnautz will be Saturday at
2 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church. Murray. Rev, struction seems to be nearing a
David Montgotnery and Rev. Dr. Ann Marie bottom. First-time jobless beneMontgomery will officiate. Expressions of sympa- fit claims fell more than expectthy may be made to First Presbyterian Church. ed for the second straight week.
1601 Main St., Murray. KY 42071. J.H. Churchill And JPMorgan's profits were
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Mrs. larger than analysts had expectSchnautz, 84, Dublin Drive, Hazel. died Thursday. ed. In the past week, two other
Apnl 16, 2009. at 6:46 a.m. at Murray-Calloway banks. Wells Fargo & Co. and
County Hospital. She was born Feb. 25, 1925, in Goldman Sachs Group Inc.,
Haarlem Holland. She was a retired nurse from issued positive earnings reports,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and a member too.
All told, growing evidence
Schnautz of First Presbytenan Church. Survivors include her
husband, Ed Schnautz. to whom she was married indicates the economy may be
May 7, 1949; one daughter, Ingy Winders and husband. Jim. stabilizing.
-The economy is still very
Madisonville; one son. Eric Schnautz, Evansville, Ind.; one sister.
,rle granddaughter. Jamie Winders. weak, but there are some
Mario Plumlee.
Syracuse. N.Y.
encouraging signs that support
cautious optimism." Dennis
Lockhart. president of the
Federal Reserve Bank of
Atlanta, said in a speech

just where they . r••
said. Now, he argued, foreign
partners will be less likely to
cooperate with the CIA because
the release shows they -can't
keep anything secret."
On the other side, human
rights advocates argued that
Obama should not have assured
the CIA that officers who conducted interrogations would not
be prosecuted if they used methods authorized by Bush lawyers
in the memos.
Obama disagreed. saying in a
statement, "Nothing will be
gained by spending our time and
energy laying blame for the
past."
The Bush administration
memos describe the tough interrogation methods used against
28 terror suspects, the fullest
and now complete government
accounting of the techniques.
They range from waterboarding
— simulated drowning — to
using a plastic neck collar to
slam detainees into walls.
Other methods were more
psychological than violent. One
technique approved but never
used involved putting a detainee
who had shown a fear of insects
into a box filled with caterpillars.
The documents also offer justification for using the tough tactics.
A May 30, 2005, memo says
that before the harsher methods
were used on top al-Qaida
detainee
Khalid
Sheikh

General Eric Holder, offered the
first definitive assurance that thl
CIA officials who were involsed
are in the clear, as long as that
actions were in line with the
legal advice at the time.
Holder went further, telling
the CIA the government would
provide free legal representatiod
to its employees in any legit'
proceeding or congressionby
investigation related to the prdi
gram and would repay arty
financial judgment.
".
"It would be unfair to prosecute dedicated men and womne
working to protect America ft
conduct that was sanctioned is
advance
by
the
Justidi
Department," Holder said.
•
Obama said in his statemeni
President Barack Obama
and a separate letter sent direct
ly to CIA employees that
Mohammed, he refused to nation must protect their identity
answer questions about pending "as vigilantly as they protect out
plots against the United States.
security."
"Soon, you will know." he
Current CIA Director Leo*
told them, according to the Panetta said in a message to hiS
memo.
employees: "CIA responded, id
It says the interrogations later duty requires."
extracted details of a plot called
Some parts of the memoi
the "second wave" to use East were blacked out. and Panetta
Asian operatives to crash a had pushed for more redactions,
hijacked airliner into a building according to a government offiin Los Angeles.
cial who declined to be named
Terror plots that were dis- because he was not authorized to
rupted, the memos say, include release the information.
the alleged effort by Jose Padilla
The CIA has acknowledged
to detonate a "dirty bomb" using waterboarding on three
spreading nuclear radiation.
high-level terror detainees in
Even as they exposed new 2002 and 2003, with the author"details of the interrogation pro- ization of the Bush White House
gram. Obama and Attorney and the Justice Department.

New signs emerge that recession may be easing

Paid Obituary

Jens E. West Sr.

A graveside service for lent E. West Sr. will be today (Friday) at
1:30 p.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. David Leapley will officiate. Imes-Miller Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to the
family to help offset final expenses to Jene West Memorial, 102
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Calloway In.. Hardin, KY 42048 or 311 North 4th St.. Murray, KY President Barack Obama on
42071. Mr. West.69, Hardin. died Tuesday. April 14.2009. at 4 a.m. Thursday outlined plans for a
at his home following an extended illness. Born July 26, 1939. he high-speed rail network he said
was the son of the late Marvin and Ruby Hixon West. One brother, would
change
the
way
James West. also preceded him in death. Survivors include his Americans travel, drawing commarried
for
48
wife. Stanlea Coates West, to whom he had been
parisons to the 1950s creation of
years; one daughter, Townya Ritzie and husband. John, one son, the interstate highway system.
Jene E. West Jr. and wife. Shannon. and one brother. Jesse West and
Obama was careful to point
wife. Doris. all of Hardin; three grandchildren, Chns West. Hardin. out that his plan was only a
Jolyn Ritzie, serving with the U.S. Marines an Iraq, and Lathan down payment on an ambitious
Ritzie, serving with U.S. Marines in San Diego, Calif.
plan that. if realized, could connect Chicago and St. Louis,
Orlando and Miami. Portland
and Seattle and dozens of other
metropolitan areas around the
country with high-speed trains.
There's no guarantee that the
VIENNA(AP) — Hopes of a as the backdrop of high unemnation has the political will —
possible second-half recovery in ployment. weak consumer
Congress has often tried to
crude demand and upbeat U.S. demand and falling corporate
reduce support for Amtrak — or
earnings lifted oil prices above profits has tempered investor the hundreds of billions of doloptimism
about
an
eventual
recent
despite
morning.
$50 this
lars and decades it would take to
dismal economic data and economic rebound and the build a comprehensive fast rail
strong profits reported by U.S. system.
growing U.S. inventories.
Benchmark crude for May banks such as JP Morgan Chase
"This is not some fanciful.
delivery added 45 cents to & Co. and Goldman Sachs Inc.
pie-in-the-sky vision of the
"We know there will be a future," Obama said during an
$50.43 a barrel by afternoon in
European electronic trading on recovery, people are just wary event at the Eisenhower
the New York Mercantile about when it will happen.- said Executive Office Building.
Exchange. The contract on Gerard Rigby, an energy analyst which is adjacent to thc White
Thursday rose 73 cents to settle with Fuel First Consulting in House. "It is happening right
Sydney. "We need better eco- now. It's been happening for
at $49.98.
Oil prices have bobbed nomic news to break it out of decades The problem is it's
been happening elsewhere, not
around $50 a barrel this month this range."

Thursday.
The Commerce Department
said construction of new homes
and apartments fell 11 percent in
March. But economists noted
that the drop was driven by a
steep fall in new apartment
building. The construction of
new
single-family
homes
matched February's level and
remained above January's
record low.
The consistency in home
construction, even as the economy shrank, signals that singlefamily home building -is now at
or near a bottom." Robert Dye,
senior economist at PNC
Financial Sem-vices Group, wrote
in a note to clients.
Economists cautioned that
the figures largely reflect a
slowing of the pace of economic
decline compared with even
worse conditions earlier this
year. Recovery is still at least
months away, they said.
"What would have been bad
news last September is good
news today," said Diane Swonk,
chief economist at Chicagobased Mesirow Financial.
On Wall Street, stocks rose,
partly in response to the economic news. The Dow Jones

industrial average closed up 95
points, while broader indices
also rose more than 1 percent.
Both
President
Barack
Obama and Federal Reserve
Chairman Ben Bernanke have
mentioned some recent signs of
progress this week, while
adding that the recession is far
from over.
The Commerce Department
said construction of new homes
and apartments fell to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of
510.0(X) units in March. It was
the second lowest pace on
records that go back 50 years.
Applications for building
permits, considered a good
barometer of future activity, also
fell in March to an annual rate of
513.000 units. But that suggests
housing starts will remain stable
at around 500,000 in April,
economists said, albeit near
record low levels,
"Right now, stable looks
good." Dye said.
Low housing prices and
record-low mortgage rates may
finally be spurring sustained
interest in home buying. The
Federal
Reserve
reported
Wednesday that the number of
people shopping for homes is

Obama outlines vision for
high-speed rail network

hovers above $50
as recovery doubts linger
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here."
The United States trails other
developed countries in developing high-speed rail The Spanish
can travel the 386 miles from
Madrid to Barcelona at speeds
averaging almost 150 miles per
hour. Japan's Shinkansen links
its major cities at speeds averaging 180 mph and France's TGV
train averages about 133 mph in
carrying passengers from Pans
to Lyon.
The only U.S. rail service
that meets the Federal Railroad
Administration's 110 mph
threshold is Amtrak's 9-year-old
Acela Express route connecting
Boston to Washington. D.C.
Initially, regional transportation offices will compete for the
$8 billion included in the $787
billion economic stimulus
spending package for highspeed rail, bolstered by SI billion a year for five years
requested in the federal budget.
The $8 billion is part of $64
billion in the stimulus package
for roads, bridges, rail and transit. Obama called it "the most
sweeping investment in our
infrastructure since President
Eisenhower Wilt the Interstate
Highway System in the 1950s."

Looking For

beginning to rise, leading to a
scattered pickup in sales.
Separately,
the
Labor
Department said its tally of initial unemployment claims
dropped to a seasonally adjusted
610,000 from a revised 663,000
the previous week. That was far
below analysts' expectations of
655.000 and dr: lowest level
since late January.
Initial unemployment claims
reflect the pace of layoffs by
companies and are considered a
timely, if volatile, measure of
the economy. While declining.
they remain much higher than a
year ago. when claims stood at
369,000.
Economists are watching the
jobless claims figures for signs
of recovery. Goldman Sachs
said in a report this week that
claims "normally peak six to ten
weeks before the end of recession."
The four week average of
claims, which smooths out fluctuations, fell by 8,500 to
651,0($), the department said.
That's still far short of the
30,000 to 40,000 drop that
Goldman Sachs said would be
needed before it would conclude
that claims have peaked.
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Annual March for Life
will be held Saturday

`:-:&en/ 7emi,iders
The following are reminders of events scheduled for this week;:end that were recently published in the Murray Ledver et Times.

Murray State Students for Life, a group of
college students dedicated to the protection
of unborn children, will host a "March for
Life" beginning in the north stadium parking
lot and marching down the sidewalks of
North 12th Street to the Movie Gallery and
then return to the stadium.
A Hamburger Feed will follow for all
those who can stay. The march will begin at
11 a.m. and last until 1 p.m. Students and
community members are invited to attend.
lo's
Datebook For information call Mary Reding at 270By Jo Burkeen 872-7818 or Amanda Barr at 270-302-9286.
Community
Three groups plan event
Editor
A Bake Sale will be Sunday from 11 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Kroger of Murray. Proceeds will go to Need Line. New
Beginnings and Merryman House.

Autumn Mikelle Bragdon. daughter of Mike and Teressa
...:Bragdori of Murchison. Texas. and Jeffrey Mark Doring, son of
'Renee Doting of Athens. Texas. and Ron Doting of San Marcos.
:.:Texas, will be married Saturday. April 18..2009. at 3 p.m. at
:•Leagueville Baptist Church. Murchison. Texas. A reception will follow in the fellowship hall of the church. All relatives and friends are
- invited.
Amanda Jones and Matthew Dennis. parents of Madison
Schoppe and Triston Dennis of Murray and Cadrian Dennis of
Reidland. will be married Saturday. April 18. 2009, at 5:30 p.m. at
the Murray Woman's Club house. Murray. All relatives and friends
.are invited.
Mr.and Mrs. James Lee Harmon of Murray will be honored at
a reception in celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on
'Sunday. April 19. 2009. from 1 to 3 p.m. at the Robert 0. Miller
'Conference Center. 201 South 4th St., Murray. All relatives and
'friends are invited. The couple requests that guests not bring gifts.

Norvell speaker for meeting of
New Beginnings Support Group
Carmeleta Norvell. director of
Life House Crisis Pregnancy
Care Center recently spoke to
New
Beginnings
Support
Group. She gave a brief history
of the center which was established in 1983. with the present
building being built "by God" in
2005. Norvell stated. A record of
1.441 client visits was met in
2008.
Life House exists to offer hope
and help for those who are facing an unexpected pregnancy.
All the services provided are
free of charge and confidential.
No matter what choice is made
about the child, support is available before, during, and after
pregnancy.
Life House services include:
free pregnancy test, pregnancy
and fetal development information. information on abortion
procedures. adoption information and referrals, maternity
clothes and baby supplies, abstinence programs in house and
-outside of the center, post-abortion support. church and community referral program. and
_peer counseling.
The center is located at 602
Poplar Street in Murray. Persons
may call them at 753-0700.
• email them at lifehouse@murray-ky.net, or visit their website
at www.lhouse.org.
Upcoming events include:
. Donation Baby Bottles going
out to the churches on Mothers'
The Gold Man Is Back!

BUYING GOLD
SATURDAY ONLY!
I I a.m. • 4 p.m.

Magnolia Tea Room
Look for th.. sign out front
300 Main St Hwy. 641 S
Hazel. KY
Brtrigi Your Scrap Gold &Coins

MMS Arts & Humanities plans event
provided
AUCTION DAY: Mike Conley of Olive Branch Auction conducted the annual fund-raising auction at the March meeting
of the Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club and was
assisted by Ginny Harper, vice chairman. Hostesses were,
from left. Oneida Boyd and Sharon Siebold. The department
will meet Monday at 12.30 p.m. at the club house with Carla
Owen to speak about "Abuse Prevention: Children & Elderly."
Photo

The Arts & Humanities teachers of Murray Middle School will
have their annual Arts & Humanities Night on Monday at 6:30 p.m.
in the school cafeteria. Poetry recognition and art awards will begin
at 7 p.m. Performances will be by the choir, jazz band and some
small instrumental ensembles throughout the evening. Members of
the 4th grade class will give a square dance presentation and examples of student art work will be exhibited throughout the Arts Wing.
There is no admission fee.

Special fundraiser Monday

Kindergarten Roundup set
for April 23, Weaks Center

Carmeleta Hervell
Day and coming back on
Fathers' Day; The Night, Night
Baby Golf Tournament on June
19 at Oaks Country Club: and
the Yearly Banquet at the
Murray State University Curris
Center on Oct. 22.
The next New Beginnings
Support Group will be this
Saturday at Locust Grove
Baptist Church. located at 1871
Locust Grove Rd., just off Ky.
Hwy. 121 South. Bro. W. Ryker
Wilson, church pastor, will be
speaking on "Why We Believe
What We Believe." He and His
wife. Jennifer, will also present
special music. The meal. at 6:30
p.m.. will be potluck and the
program will start at 7 p.m.
Justin and Nicole Burcham will
provide childcare. Westside
Baptist Church van will pick up
those needing a ride, by calling
Ron and Linda Wright at 7530156

To place an
ad call
753-1916 ,C0
LEDGER N
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While many students and parents are readying for the end of
school, others are already
obtaining required physicals,
immunizations and gathering
birth certificates for fall kindergarten.
To help with these necessary
procedures.
the
Family
Resource Centers from Murray
Independent and Calloway Co
Schools, staff from school districts. and Murray/Calloway Co
United Way. are teaming up
with
the
Murray
State
University (MSU) Rodeo Team
to offer Kindergarten Round Up.
Thursday, April 23, 2009, from
5:30 to 6:30 p.m. at Weaks
Community Center, 607 Poplar
St.
While both school districts
have held early Kindergarten
Registration and are accepting
ongoing
registrations,
Kindergarten Roundup will provide students the opportunity to
participate in some fun activities
led by MSU's Rodeo Team.
Parents will also he given information regarding their children
entering school for the first
informational
time. Short
booths will provide infonnation
and answer questions for parents as to how they can best prepare their child for the big step.
Those who still need to complete
Kindergarten
registration(s) will have the
opportunity to do so during this

Murray High School plans
Masquerade Prom 2009
Plans are being finalized for
the upcoming Murray High
School "Masquerade" Prom to
be held, Sat. May 2 at the
Murray State University Curris
Center.
Student tickets went on sale
April 13 during lunch in the
MHS cafeteria. A $5 per person

•"\-0,
,

May 30 @ 6PM

time.
Parents may come and go as
they desire, so it is not necessary
to arrive at a designated time.
Students will be involved in fun
activities, allowing parents to
see presentations and ask questions of Calloway County and
Murray Independent School
staff and teachers.
For children who have not
attended daycare. preschool or
other childcare programs on a
regular basis, preparing them for
kindergarten is important.
Most students and parents find it
takes a little time for all to settle
into a new routine. For those
who have had a routine at home
with mom, dad, grandparent or
other family member, feelings
of anxiety due to new surroundings, new routine and new faces
are common. Easing a student
into kindergarten may make the
transition easier for the child
and reassure the parent their
child is in good hands.
"We want this to be an informal setting where parents and
students can be at ease for the
exciting transition to the school
setting," said Michelle Hansen,
Calloway
County
Family
Resource Center Coordinator.
For more information, contact:
Calloway
County
Family
Resource Center at 762-7333 or
Murray Family Resource Youth
Service Center at 759-9592.

•

charge is required at the time of
reservation. Students will also
need to provide their name,their
date's name and tee-shin sizes at
the time of purchase.
Grand March tickets are available in the MHS office. Only
1(8) tickets will be sold at a $5
per person charge.
The Grand March will be held
inside the Murray State
University
Curtis
Center
Theatre

"Alpha Gams Are Hair to Help" will be Monday from noon to 4
p.m. in the rocking chair lounge of Murray State University Curtis
Center. Stylists from Attitudes Hair Salon will give haircuts for $8.
All proceeds will go to Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation
"Walk to Cure Diabetes."

CCMS meeting Monday
Calloway County Middle School PTSA monthly meeting will be
Monday at 6 p.m. in the multi-purpose room.

Water District will meet
South 641 Water District will meet Monday at 4:30 p.m. at the
Water office located at 207 Main St., Hazel.

Grandparents meeting Monday
Murray Family Resource Youth Service Center and Calloway
County resource Center will hold a "Grandparents Raising
Grandchildren" meeting on Monday from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at
the Murray Housing Authority, 716 Nash Dr.. Murray. All interested parties are welcome tU attend.

Alpha meeting at Glendale Place
Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday
at 9:30 a.m. in the first floor guest dining room at Glendale Place.

MHS Diamond Club will host events
Murray High School Diamond Club will host a casual reception
Saturday at 1 p.m. to honor inductees to the school's Baseball Hall
of Fame. This year's inductees are Jeff Downey, 1984, Mark Miller,
1988, Ryan Vanover, 1995, Ed Baust, 2003, Austin Swain, 2003 and
Ryan Cobb, 2004. Light refreshments will be served. The day's
activities will start at 11 a.m. with an "Alumni/Old Timers" Game
at the MHS Holland Field and Tiger alumni are invited to play.

Drive My Car Promotion planned
The Drive My Car Promotion for Relay for Life for Calloway
County will be Friday, Saturday and Sunday at Parker Ford in
Murray who will donate $10 per test drive when you come in and
drive a car. They will donate a minimum of $500 and a maximum
of $1,000. Just tell them you are test driving to donate to Relay for
Life.

Laker Band plans promotion
Calloway County High School Laker Band will have a free car
wash Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade, Office
Depot and Captain D's. The Schwan's Truck will be at Office
Depot from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Proceeds will go to the Laker Band.

Merryman House plans event
Merryman House will have a bake sale Saturday from 9 a.m. to
2 p.m. a t Murray Wal-Mart. All proceeds will go to help victims of
domestic violence in Calloway County. Also collected will be items
such as cleaning supplies, toilet paper. paper towels, personal
hygiene products, feminine products, razors and shaving cream
(women's)and gift cards. Also old cell phones will be collected. For
information call 759-2373.

Horticulture sale on Saturday
MSU Horticulture annual Spring Bedding Plant and Vegetable
Sale will be Saturday from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Pullen Farm
Greenhouse. For information contact Erin at 767-0467 or
cathcarterin@yahoo.com.
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Sponsored by Peppers and
the Paris-Henry County Jayces
A week full of dances, live music. a Christian concert.

carnival, a pro rocieo, and one of the grandest parades
in northwest Tennessee. Check out this year's new
event — Hushpuppy Dash. And let s not forget the
delicious catfish fillets served Wednesday and
Thursday night and aft day Friday and Saturday.
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Kessalyn Kelly. 8-year -old
daughter of Dr Sean and Dr.
Huong Kelly. recently performed her Suzuki Book One
Graduation Recital in the choir
room at First Baptist Church.
Her program included a variety
of folk songs and original compositions by Luny. Bayley.
Chwatal. Czerny and Dr.
Suzuki.
She was assisted in the
recital by her mother who
announced the titles of the
pieces in a format based on
HA1NKINS TEAGUEkeoger 8 Times Scripture found in the third
of
Ecclesiastes.
TEA PARTY REHEARSALS: Rebecca Raj rehearses "Somewhere Over the Rainbow" with chapter
Oneida White in preparation for the upcoming "Wizard Of Oz"-themed Red Cross Tea Party Numerous friends and family
fundraiser. Red Cross Executive Director Jennifer Wilson Said the event will be from 3 to 4:30 members attended and enjoyed
a time of refreshment following
p.m. on Sunday, April 26, at the Murray Woman's Club house. Tickets are $25 and Can be purthe special event.
chased at A Festive Touch, Elements, Vintage Rose Emporium and the Red Cross office at the
Performing by memory all of
Weaks Community Center or by calling 753-1421.
the pieces from each completed
book in a recital setting is a
requirement of the Suzuki
method which stresses musiMurray Middle School has
All As and Bs
Attie Swann. Julie Thiede. cianship and musicality by
released the honor roll for the
Madison Adams. Payton Amanda White.
Hannah developing the memory. listenthird nine weeks of school as Allison. Linda Arakely an. Wilson. William Winchester and ing skills, hand position, and
touch trom the beginning lesfollows:
Casey Bouley, Coral Bray. Rachel Wooten
son. Note-reading is introduced
Brelsford-Young.
AllAs and Bs
Fourth Grade
Madison
Ryan Alderson. Grant Allen. in the second book and is develAU As
Hope Broadway. Hannah CainKate Adams, Anna Cate Hill, Ethan Clark, Xio Davis. Haley Atkins. Jacob Baron. oped in subsequent Suzuki
Brown. Elsa Byrd. Grace Corey Dickerson. Sarah Fitzer. Katie Bierbaum. Sam Blalock. books and supplementary proCampbell.
Austin
Cobb, Bryant Foster. Will Haneline. Brittany Burress. Autumn Cain- gressive reading materials.
Kelly earned special recogniShaylee Cullop, Amos Darnall. Daniel Harper. Tre Hombuckle. Hill. Andrew Campbell. Adam
tion
in the Kentucky Music
Channing Foster, Jonathan Mathai Karanja. Mackenzie Clark, Chaney Curd. Chelsey
Teacher Association Student
Hilbrecht, Morgan Janow. Lamar. Mirinda McClure, April Delaney, Elizabeth
Dunn.
Workshop by being selected to
Kennedy Jones, Eve Lavitz. Meadows, Sam Morgan, Jacob Ashlee Edminster. Eryn Fitzer,
performat the 2009 Student
Brittany Lawson. Sam Lewis, Morris. Shelby Moss, Cyrus Zachary Grogan. Candice Guge.
Workshop Recital at the state
Madison McClure,
Sarah Nabavi. Samantha Osborne. Mitchell Handegan. Ashley
convention to he held at
McDowell. Ashtin McKinney, Meredith Purdom. Coleman, Hathcock. James Holland.
Northern Kentucky University
Abigail
Zachary Victoria
Parker.
Libby Tanna Roberson,
Holmes.
Fatin in October. She received a Seal
Roberson, Olivia Rogers. Will Rogers, Preston Ross, Cody Kamaruddan. Adam Lamkin.
of Excellence in the 2008
Shelton. Mallory Stone, Raegan Sengenberger, Eadena Sheets. Steven Manners. Kaci Mauney.
Murray
Music
Teacher
Stone, Ann Taylor. Myla Taylor, Celeste Siqueiros, Zan Speed. Grant McDonald. Brennan Association
Sonata and is
Faith Thornton, Brandon Tish, Hannah Tinsley, Mason Welch, Miller. Abby Robinson. Logan preparing a memorized ten
Katie
Trzepacz,
Taylor Robbie Williams, Austin Wilson Smart. Ashley Stom. Adam piece National program for the
Underwood. Wyatt Walker. and Parker Wooldridge.
Stubblefield,
Lucas third year in the National Guild
Wendy
Stubblefield. 0.iinnen Taylor. of Piano Teachers auditions to
Shannon
Waltrip.
Sixth Grade
Kaci Tinsley aid Jessica Vance
- Wetherholt, Tara Williams.
All As
be held in May.
Callie
Aiden Yarbrough and Michael
Adams,
Chase
Eighth Grade
Besides her piano studies.
York.
Bardwell. Mckenzie Bradley.
AU As
she enjoys cheer team, soccer
Bumb, Prashant
Brittney Boyd. Max Crofton. and tennis. She is a straight A
Mitchell
All As and B s
Hailey Bailey, Sean Black. Chakradhar, Hannah Clark. Paige Drew. Lindsey Lambert. student at Murray Elementary
Zachary
Hal Madison Cohoon. Emily Coons, John Lollar, Jonathan Lynn, and is active in Children's Choir
Boardman,
Bogard, Jordan Boyd. Cheyenne Jonathan Curd. Etta Danielson. Alyson Mathis,
Kristen and AWANAs at First Baptist
Chaney, Danny Chavarria, Laura Duff, Elizabeth Grogan. McNutt. Stephen On. Jason Church. The third grader is a
Nathan Curtis. Logan Dick. Kayleigh House, John Koelsch, Spann and Kayla Verburg.
piano student of Margaret
All As and Bs
Alyssa Garner, Allie Habeck. Rachel McDonald. Rachel
Wilkins of Murray.
Lucas Anderson. Jenna
Alicia Hombuckle, Wes Howe. Morgan, Jordan Nagy. Jacob
Alexandra
Page. Bumb. Sydney Carver. Whitney
Kathryn James. Jacob Jones, Oakley,
Abigail Carver. Tori Chapman. Hunter
Daniel Kamaruddan, Darius Brendan
Parker,
Courtney,
Kendall, Casey Key, Tanner Paschall, Kenzley Sparks, Sarah Cochran. Anne
Knight. Halley Majchszak. Thompson, Rachel
Todd. Kaitlyn Cullop, Julia Curtis.
Matthew Bethany Vogt. Sydney Vogt. Ashley Dawson. Mackenzie
Garath
May,
Hannah Downey. Megan Durbin. Chloe
Whitney,
McCormick.
Kiana Sarah
Ryne Farris, Joel Ferguson, Allyson
Norsworthy, Clay Ohnemus, Williams,
John
Phoebe Futrell, Charlie Grin es. Maddy
Michael Phelps, Mackenzie Winchester
and
Houck. Lindey Hunt. Kassidy
Carter Reid, John Zimmetrr
• Ray.
Knight. Yoon Jae Lee. Dheepa
All As and Bs
Seargent, Aaron Sikkel. Ryan
Nicholas Alexander. Hunter Loganarnan. Kathy Jo Maddox.
• Smith. Trevor Stevens, Cecile
Brown. Alexis Marston, Adam Melton.
Stone. Nolan Todd, Carton Armstrong. Luke
Tucker, Dylan Vance, Jasmin Ashley Callihan, Caroline Sarah Morgan, Tiya Muuka.
VanDyke and Maddy Waldrop.
Collins. Skylar Cox, R.I. Daniel Nisbet. Justin Parish.
Daniels. Aisha Fields, Olivia Kirby Pittman. Jay Roth. Jordan
Fifth Grade
Floyd. Abigail Franklin, Beth Smith, Janssen Starks. Leah
All A's
as
Armstrong, Graham. Tahmia Hardin, Hanna Sweeney. Alex Ward. Joon
Elizabeth
mM11
Dillon Henderson. Josh Howe. Sabrina Whang. Kassity Winchester and
Baker.
Kennedy
Barnett, Jackson. Anis Kamaruddan, Lyssie Wright.
Balthrop, Jordan
Kessalyn Kelly
Alec Austin Kemp. Kayla Little, A.J.
Madelyn Coleman.
Corum, Haley Cowen, Duane Pittman, Lucas Roth, Jordyn
Curtis, Clay Doron. Lauren Rowland, Tandyn Sheppard.
Edminster, Hays Finklea, Jack Mckinsey Speight, Lakin Suiter.
Fry. Abby Gibson. Savannah Andrew Sweeney, Jimmy White
Grogan. Chase Irvin, Ben and Austin Winchester.
Seventh Grade
Jackson. Brynn Jones. Cams
AU As
Kelly. Ysabel Lavitz. Testa
Natalie Adams, Will Adams.
Like. David Lu. Trent Lyons.
Ekemma Mba. Chase Nelson, Dustin Bevil, Dylan Boone.
Lindse%
Capps.
Lily Ramey, Laurie Snellen, Kaylee
Sam Taylor, Meen Thawainin. Coleman. Christina Duncan.
Kevin Warm, J.R. Williams. Kristen Farley. Tyler Jones.
Preston
Lawson.
Claire Wilson, Megan Wilson, Carver
Kayla Winstead and Keragan Merriss. Sarah Parker, Jantzen
Sparks, Nathan Sutherland.
Young.
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CAREER PLANNING: Dr Danny Claiborne. chairman of the
engineering technology department at Murray State
University, addresses STEM, science, technology, engineering, and math curriculum. He told parents of Graves County
Middle School students that course work leading to STEM
careers should begin even in middle school Claiborne and
other speakers encouraged parents to intiuence their cnildren's curriculum choices to avoid rernediation in college and
to be prepared in the highly-competitive, global economy.
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Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Murray City
Schools and Calloway County Schools for the week of April
13-17 have been released by Mallory Cathey. Murray director. and Pat Lane, Calloway director. Menus, subject to occasional changes, based on availability of food, are as follows:
MURRAY
Elementary - Breakfast (cereal, toast, Juice and milk served
daily) Monday - scrambled eggs; Tuesday - egg & biscuit &
gravy; Wednesday - French toast sticks, Thursday - breakfast bagel Friday - Poptarts. Lunch (canned or fresh vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk served daily) Monday - chicken nuggets, pimento cheese sandwich; Tuesday ravioli/corn muffin, chef salad; Wednesday - taco salad/corn c
hips. BBO chicken sandwich: Thursday - turkey bacon cheese
sub. burrito; Friday - pepperoni pizza, fish sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk served
daily) Monday - biscuit & gravy; Tuesday - sausage biscuit;
Wednesday - waffle stick; Thursday - ham biscuit; Friday yogurt, grahams. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits
and milk served daily) Monday - ravioli/bread, spicy chicken
sandwich; Tuesday - corn dog, chef salad: Wednesday Domino's pizza, peanut butter & jelly sandwich; Thursday Salisbury steak, chicken patty; Friday - cheeseburger. barbecue sandwich.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk served daily)
Monday - breakfast hot pocket; Tuesday - egg patty & biscuit; Wednesday - breakfast bagel; Thursday - sausage &
biscuit; Friday - French toast stix. Lunch (hamburger. cheeseburger. pizza cooked and fresh vegetables, canned and fresh
fruit and low fat milk served daily) Monday - breaded chicken sandwich, corn dog; Tuesday - taco salad. French bread
pizza; Wednesday - sub sandwich, tuna salad plate: Thursday - Domino's pepperoni pizza. chef salad: Friday - chicken
& shrimp basket, stuff crust pizza.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour - Snacks - Monday
- muffin, Tuesday - cheese & crackers, Wednesday - animal
crackers: Thursday - 1/2 peanut butter & jelly sandwich; Friday - muffin. Breakfast - Monday - French toast sticks w/syrup,
baked apples; Tuesday - biscuit w/sausage gravy- Wednesday - cinnamon raisin biscuit, applesauce; Thursday - breakfast pizza, peaches: Friday - cereal, muffin. Lunch (assorted
vegetables, fruits and milk served daily) - Monday - scrambled eggs. ham. hashbrowns; Tuesday - pepperoni pizza: Wednesday - mozzarella sticks w/sauce: Thursday - taco salad; Friday - pepperoni pizza.
Elementaries - Snacks - Monday - cheese, crackers;
Tuesday - peanut butter, crackers, Wednesday - Nachos chips,
salsa, Thursday - orange. Friday - animal crackers. Breakfast (cereal. toast, fresh fruit, fruit juice and mak offered daily)
Monday - sausage biscuit. Tuesday yogurt. toast. Wednesday - pancakes wisyrup. Thursday - biscuit w'sausage gravy:
Friday - eggs, hashbrowns. toast Lunch (assorted vegetables, fresh fruit. chef salads and milk offered daily) Monday
- lasagna wfTexas toast, hot ham & cheese, peanut butter &
;ally sandwich: Tuesday - pizza. BBQ sandwich, grilled cheese
sandwich; Wednesday - chicken nuggets w/roll tuna salad
sandwich, peanut butter & jelly sandwich; Thursday - sausage,
eggs & biscuit, Chuckwagon sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich: Friday - oven fried chicken w/roll, hamburger. yogurt &
animal crackers.
Middle - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast. yogurt.
fresh fruit, fruit juice and milk offered daily) Monday - pancake & sausage on stick w/syrup: Tuesday - biscuit wisausage
gravy; Wednesday - chicken biscuit; Thursday - breakfast
pizza; Friday - sausage biscuit. Lunch (assorted vegetables,
fruit, chef salads, pizza and milk offered daily) Monday lasagna w/Texas toast, grilled chicken sandwich, submarine
sandwich; Tuesday - chicken nuggets w/roll, Chuckwagon sandwich, turkey & cheese sandwich; Wednesday - BBO ribette
w/roll. hamburger. peanut butter & jelly sandwich: Thursday foot long chili dog. fish sandwich, turkey & cheese sandwich;
Friday - oven fried chicken w/roll, corn dog, ham & cheese
sandwich.
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast. Pop tarts,
fresh fruit and milk offered daily) Monday - sausage biscuit:
Tuesday - bacon & pancakes w/syrup; Wednesday - breakfast taco; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy: Friday - waffle sticks w/syrup. Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruit, vegetables,
deli sandwiches, hamburgers, pizza and milk offered daily)
Monday - cheesy burrito. ghlled chicken sandwich; Tuesday chili cheese, baked potato. hot ham & cheese sandwich:
Wednesday - chicken patty w/roll, foot long hot dog; Thursday - spaghetti wi Texas toast, ham sandwich: Friday - stromboll, tuna salad sandwich.
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APOSTOLIC
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
I0.00 a.rr,
Sunday
6:45 p m
Tuesday
6.45 pm
Thursday

IIIISEM111.113 Or en
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10,30 ern
Sunday Evening Worship 6.00 p.m.
7:00 p.m
Wednesday Bible Study

111111.11ST
BLOOD RIVER
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 cm. & 6 p.m.
Worship
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
945 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Morning Services
Evening Services
6:00 p.m.

LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
lot Sunday
2.00 pot
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10,50 a m
Even ing Worship
6:00 p m

OAK GROVE
10 a.m
Sunday School
11am & 7 p m.
Worship
OWENS CHAPEL
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Preaching
5:30 p.m.
Prayer Service
6:00 p.m.
Church
POPLAR SPRING
10 cm
Sunday School
Worship 845 a.m dr 11 a.m & 6 pm.
SALEM BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10-30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7,00 p.m.
Wed. Night Bible Study
SCO'll'S GROVE
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 cm.
Worship Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m.
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat. 6 p.m.-10 p.m.

ELM GROVE BAPTIST
9:00 am.
Sunday School
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
Discipleship Training

SINKING SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 cm. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday

EMIMANUEL MISSIONARY
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11,00 a.m.
6,00 p.m
Afternoon Worship
Wed. Bible Study & Youth 7:00 p.m.

SOUTH MARSHALL
10 cm.
Sunday School
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
9:00 cm.
Sunday School
10 cm.
Worship Services
6 p.m.
Discipleship Training

GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
9:30 cm.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m. & 6 p m.
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10 cm.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Morning Worahm
Wednesday
7 p.m
HARDIN BAPTIST
8:00.9:15 & 10:30 cm.
Worship
Sun. Schools 8:00.915 & 10:30 mm.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
Church Training
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
Worship Service 11.00 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
IURESEY BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Awana
5.30-7,30 p.m.
5:45 p.m.
Training Union
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
Preaching
11 a.m. & 6.00 p.m
7:00 p.m
Wednesday Night
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
W
Wed
oninheisd
p ay Worship

a.m.71kM
6S
i%run
LOCUST GROVE
10:00
a m.
School
Sunday
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m_
Wednesday Worship

Crucifixion was a horrific way to
die: a painful and degrading
death reserved for the worst criminals and the lowliest enemies of
the Roman state. From Jesus'
humble birth in a stable to His
ignominious death on a cross, His
life was not what we would
expect of a God who came to walk
the earth. Likewise, the Greeks
and Romans expected their gods
to come to earth and to act lawlessly, sinning with impunity. But
in Jesus we have the example of a God who strips
himself of His divinity and lives a humble and holy
life amongst the dregs of society. And if we are apt
to misconstrue the message, Jesus' death confirms
that He did not come to be a king among us who
would lord it over us. Rather, He came to be a servant to the lowliest, ultimately dying in the midst
of the lowest of the low. Christ died for all of the
transgressions of mankind, so that everyone who
believes in Him may not die but have eternal life.

NEW PROVIDENCE
10.00 a m
Sunday School
11 am &fipm
Worship

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
6:30 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night

FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 cm.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
Sunday School
10-.00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m. & 600 p.m
700 p.m.
Wednesday
FIRST BAPTIST
9:45 &m.
Sunday School
Worship 8:30 & 10:55 cm.& 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
10:00 a m
Sunday School
11.00 a.m
Morning Worship
6:45 p.m.
Evening Worship

Lessonsfrom the
Crucifixion

MOUNT SORES FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9.30 a in
Worship
1100 a to
NEW MT. C'ARII/HCL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a m
Evening Worship
6:00 p m
NORTHSIDE
1000 am
Morning Worship
6.00 pm
Evening Worship

ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

And when they had mocked him,
they stripped Him of the purple cloak,
and put His own clothes on Him.
And they led Him out to crucify Him.

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
,4Atvvroifo,( elehrmtlon Sorvirr 7 p
Wednesday Spiritual Tra
ig 7 p
Wed Praise. Worship & Altar 8 p m

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
1000•m
Sunday School
ii t.`
6 30 p rn
Service
Youth
Wednesday

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
700 pot
Thursday Night
10 00 a m
Sunday Morning
7 00 pm
Sunday Evening

PALESTINE UNITED
11.100 a ril
Sunda) School
11 00 urn
Worship

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3pm
Sunday
7 p in
Wednesday

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9 30 am
Worship
1100 am
Sunday School

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9 30 a m
Bible School
1130am & 7pm
Worship
pm
Wed Bible Study
7pm
Friday Worship

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
8 45 a III
Sunday School
1045 a m
Morning Worship

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
I 2 rntle. xest of Lynn Grove

Sunday School
Worship
Evening Service

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 10 30 a m & 6 p m
7 pm
Wednesday Family Training
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10:30 a.m.
7.00 p.m
Wednesdays
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 am
Worship
11.00 a.m
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
11 00 a.m
6 30 p m
Wednesday Evening

/CHOVAB'S wriniessrs
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9 30 a.m.
!'oblic Talk
Watchtower Study
10,30 a.m.

1.111111311U1
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
900 a.rn
10:30 a.m.
Worship

R.S.V. Mark 15:20

9:30 a.m.
11 a.m.

SUGAR CREEK
10 mm.
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Worships
7 p.m.
Wednesday
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening

1000 a m
10.45 a in
7 30 p in

METHODIST
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
10:30 a.m & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday

DEXTER
9:30 mm.
Sunday School
10.30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP
10 a.m.
Bible Study
11 cm.
Morning Worship
6 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
GREEN PLAIN
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
10:45 mm.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
Wednesday
7 p.m.
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a m
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday

CATHOLIC

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 cm.
Bible Study
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6-00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Sunday Bible Class
10-.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night

ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
4,00 p.m
Saturday Mass
1030 a.m.
Sunday Mass
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
6:00 p.m_
Saturday Mass
8 a m. & II a.m.
Sunday Masses

c.senrriail
AURORA CHRISTIAN
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
10 a.m.
Bible Study Sunday
7 p.rn.
Bible Study Wednesday
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
9:30 a.m.
Bible School
10:30 a.m
Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service

KIRESEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
1Sunday & Wednesdays I
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 am.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m_
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
9 a m.
Bible Classes
7 p.m.
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
9:00
a.m.
Bib..., Study
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wed_ Bible Study

MIMIMIME EMU
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 p.m
7.30 p.m.
2nd Wednesday

cluaci HY CHHIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Bible School
9.50 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship

PLEASANT VALLEY
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

SECOND STREET
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
5 a.m., 9 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
10:15 a.m
Bible Study
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study

BETHEL UNITED
9:30 am.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
6,00 p.m
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10-00 a.m
Sunday School
MOO a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
lot & 3rd Sun. Night

UNION GROVE
1050 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
9.00 a.m.
Bible ("Lomeli
Worship
1000 a.m & 5310 p.m.

COLDWATER
10:00 am
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship

WEST MURRAY
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
1000 am
Sunday School
11.00 a.m
Worship

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9:00 a.m.
Morning
6:00 p.m.
Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
8 45 & 11 a m
Worship
9 50 a m
Sunday School

COMICS OF MHOS CREST
OF LATTER BAY SIMS

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship Service

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Priesthood
11:10 am.
Sunday School
Sacrament Meeting
12:10 p.m.

GOSHEN METHODIST
9:00 cm
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m
Sunday School

EPISCOPAL

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
9.45 a.m
Morning Worship

ST JOHNS EPISCOPAL
10:30 a.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
12:00 p.m.
Tuesday

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:60 a.m
9:50 a.m
Sunday School

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a m
Morning Worship

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
10:30 a.m.
Worship Sunday
Children's Sunday School 11:00 a.m.

KIRKSEY UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Morning Worship

FREEDOM HOUSE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship

LYNN GROVE
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
9-30 a.m
Morning Worship

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Worship
Wednesday - Home Groups 6:00 p.m.

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9:00 a m
Worship Service
10:30 an,
Sunday School

TEMPLE HILL UNITED
900 a in
Sunday School
1055) a in
Preaching

WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10.00 a in
Sunday School
11 00 a ni
Morning Service
MUM=
MURRAY CHURCH
9.45 a.m
Sunday School
10.45 a.m
Morning Worship
p.m
600
Worship
Evening
6:30 p.m
Wednesday Worship

PEHTECHSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a m. & 6,00 p.m
Church
7:00 p m
Wednesday
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Worship Service
5:00 p.m
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m
Wednesday Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
10,00 cm
Sunday School
11.00 a.m. & 6-30 p.m
Worship
Wed Evening & Youth Service 7 00 am
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a m
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UPC
1000 a.m
Sunday School
MOO a.m
Worship
7:00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
FAITH TABERNACLE
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11 am. & 7 p.m
Worship
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6:00 p.m
Saturday Evening
1030 a.m & 6 p m
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School & Worship
10 a.m
6 p.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday
NEW CONCORD
10 a.m.
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun. 6 p.m_ & Wed. 7 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
Worship
10:50 a.m. & 6 p.m
7 p.m
Wednesday Warship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00-730 p.m
Worship Service

PRCHOTTCRIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
Worship
10:45 8.m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11-00 an:
•Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10:00 a m
Sunday School
Worship
11 00 a m
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship Service
UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11.00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
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I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
- Phil. 4:13
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-Romans 10:8

Hear the right, 0Lord, attend
unto my cry, give ear unto my
prayer, that goeth not out of
feigned lips.
- Psalm 17:1
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Church Bulletins
Various churches have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist: Rev. Robert
H. Jetton, pastor, will speak
about the two words or kingdoms from which we must
chose and how God has given us
the free will to make that choice
at the 10:45 a.m. worship service. Kent Wisehart will lead the
liturgy. Martha Butterworth will
lead the singing with Tommy
Gaines as pianist.
Elm Grove Baptist: Pastor
Brad Burns will begin a new
series, "Beginnings." based on
Genesis 1-12 at the 10 a.m. worship service and the 6 p.m. worsip service. Christi Nelson will
give the children's sermon.
Jeremy Jenkins is student pastor,
Randy McClure is director of
music and Jan Jones is accompanist. Sudnay School will
begin at 9 a.m.
Hazel United Methodist:
J.W. Jones will be the speaker in
the absence of Pastor Alan Trull
at the 9:45 a.m. worship service.
Johanna Nance will be in charge
of Children's Church. Toni
Jones is pianist and J.W. Jones is
adult teacher. Sunday School
will begin at 11 a.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist: Joseph Cauthen will
be the speaker in the absence of
Pastor Alan Trull at the 11 a.m.
worship
service.
Jennie
Dickerson will give the message
for Youth Moments. Frank
Coles will be worship leader and
Larry Chrisman and Johnny
Underwood will be ushers. The
choir will sing "Something
Beautiful" with Karen Coles and
Sharon Myatt as accompanists.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Severns, pastor, will
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services.
Bro. Jeff Prater is minister of
music with Misty Williams and
Kathy Thweau as accompanists.
Assisting will be Ron James,
Sunday School report, Bill Dale,
deacon of the week. and Troy
Doss, yokefellow. Sunday
School will be 9:40 a.m.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. Henry Nance
is music director with Sherry
Fortner, Oneida White and
Kathy Garrison, accompanists.
Eddie Morris will give the children's sermon. Micah Sugg is
youth director. Assistint, wilt be
Jimmy Kimbro, Eddie Morri3,
Chase Futrell and Greg Fortner,
ushers. Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist:
Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
speak about "God's Love
Presented" with scripture from
Alathew 16:21-27 at the 8:45
and II a.m. worship services.
Mark Hardison iwIl bring the
message at the 6 p.m. worship
service. Dee and Kathy Lipford
will lead the worship services
with accompanists being Susan
Reynolds, Hazel Jean Brandon,
Dee Lipford and Carol Kelly.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Locust Grove Baptist: Bro.
Ryker Wilson, pastor, will speak
about "Moving From Unbelief
lb Belief- with scripture from

John 20:24-29 at the II a.m.
worship service and about "Do
You Love Me?" with scripture
from John 21:15-19 at the 6
p.m. worship service. Ryan Weir
will sing a solo, "You Raise Me
Up" and Ron Hardcastle will
give the Kid's Corner Children's
sermon at the morning hour.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist: Bro.
John Denham, pastor, will speak
about "Lifting The Veil" at the
11 a.m. worship service and
about "You Who Are Spiritual"
with scripture from Galatians
6:1-10 at the 6 p.m. worship
service. Kevin Crawford is
music director with Emma Dean
Clayton, pianist, and Glenda
Rowlett, organist. The Praise
Tema of Jenna Flood, Tanuny
Thompson, Tonya Willaism and
Lucas Morton wIl lead the congretation in singing "Heart of
Worship" anbd "I Love You
Lord." Sunday School will be at
10 a.m. and the youth group will
meet at 6 p.m. An Associational
Vacation Bible School Clinic
will be Saturday from 9 am. to 1
p.m. at the church.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian:
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor,
will speak about "I Doubt It"
with scripture from / John
20:19-31 at the II a.m. worship
service. Carnme Cain will be
song leader with Margaret
Boyd as pianist. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will
speak at the 9 a.m. worship service with Tom Villaflor as the
pastor's assistant. Steve Sexton
and Jo Lovett will be greeters.
Serving as acolytes -will be
Elizabeth and Nicholas Brum
Children's Church will be
directed by Tina Sexton. The
choir, directed by April Arnold,
will sing "Tis So Sweet to Trust
You Jesus" with Pat Brunn,
Renee Doyle and Carla Halkias
as accompanists. Sunday School
with Tim Chaney as superintendent will be at 10:15 a.m.
The combined youth activities
and Sunday Night Bible Study
of both the Goshen and Kirksey
churches will meet at Kirksey
church at 6 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister,
will speak about "The Joy of
Soul Winning" at the 9 a.m.
worship service and about
"Sacrifice of Praise" with scripture from Hebrews 13:15-16 at
the 6 p.m. worship service. Also
assisting will be Gary Evans,
involvement minister, Nick
Hutchens, youth minister, Todd
Walker, song leader, and Steve
Winchester, David Ryan, Jimmy
Allen, Bob Hargrove, Justin
Gibbs, Randy Young, Nick
Ryan, T.J. Hargrove, Billy Joe
Hendon and Kenny Hoover. A
short worship service will be at
5 a.m. and Bible classes at 10:15
a.m.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr.
Ann Marie Montgomery, copastor, will speak about
Out
On
the
"Missing
Resurrection" with scripture
from John 20:19-31 at the
10:45 a.m. worship service.
Ralph Pittman will be liturgist.
Todd Hill is choir director with
Lee Kem-Hundley as pianist.
Also assisting will be Gordy
Loberger, Lloyd Lewis and Tim

and 1 oni Belcher. ushers. A special thanks was extended to
Carla Johnson, Toni Belcher and
Cheryl Pittman for the Easter
Banners decorating the front of
the sanctuary. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m., Korean
Worship at 2 p.m. and Youth
Group at 6 p.m.
First Christian: Rev. Dr.
Ruth Ragovin, senior minister,
will speak about "Through a
Glass Darkly" with scripture
from Luke 24:13-25 at the 9
a.m. celebration worship service
and the 10:15 a.m. regular worship service. Mark Dycus is
choir director with Donnie
Hendrix, organist. Judith Hill,
pianist, and Julie Warner, instrumentalist. Aaron Cadd will sing
a solo. Assisting will be Dan
McKee!, worship leader, Ruth
Daughaday and Judy Eldredge
as elders, and Donna Cathey,
Tory Daughrity, Theda Farris,
Rebecca Landolt, Sarah Stanley
and Don Wilson as diaconate.
and Kate Allen and McKenna
Phelps as acolytes. Sunday
School will also be at 9 a.m.
First United Methodist:
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will
speak about "Friends of
Creation" with scripture from
Psalm 24:1-2 and Genesis 1:2631 at the 8:45 and 11 a.m. worship services. Dr. Pam Wurgler
is minister of music and Joan
Bow ker is organist. The
Handbell Chori will play "0 For
a Thousand Tongues to Sing"
and "Because He Lives" at the
II a.m. worship service. Kristen
Shepard will give the children's
sermon at both services.
Alexadnra Page andlordan
Nagy will be acolytes with Erika
Nagy as acolyte parent. -Also
assisting will be Kim Black,
Will Blackford, Balke Vacca,
Glenn Fritts and Gary Vacca.
University
Church of
Christ: Richard Youngblood,
minister, will speak about "On
Jesus' Prayer List"with scripture
from John 17 at the 10 a.m. worship service and Gary Ford will
be guest speaker at the 5 p.m.
worship service.
Danny
Claiborne is worship leader.
will
be
Paul
Assisting
Randolph, Jim Feltner and Jeff
Duaman. Bible classes will be at
9 a.m.
First Baptist: Jay Ridenour,
leader for Discipleship Weekend
for Adults, will speak about
"God's Call to Surrender" with
scripture from Jonah 4 at the
8:30 and 10:55 am. worship
services. Dr. Henry Webb, pastor, will speak about "The
Peacemaker - Confession Brings
Freedom" at the 6 p.m. worship
service. Eleanor Spry and
Margaret Wilkins will be
accompanists, assisted by the
Praise Team. The sanctuary
choir will sing "It's Still the
Cross" with Madea Erickson as
soloist and Matthew Smith will
play Be "Be Thou My Vision"
on the handbells at the second
service. Children's sermon will
be by Sharon Siebold. Also
assisting will be Boyd Smith,
associate pastor of students, Ken
Asher and Richard Jones. deacons. and Judy Ingersoll and Dr.
Ray Moore.. Sunday School will
be at 9:45 a.m. A contemporary
praise and worship service for
MSU students and young adults
will be at The NET at 8 p.m.

Photo ProvrOod

Pictured are students of Eastwood Christian Academy who recently took part in the TACS
Fine Arts competition in Louisville.

ECA Fine Arts students compete
Several
students
from
Eastwood Christian Academy
recently competed at a TACS
Fine Arts competiton in
Louisville. The students competed in the areas of Bible.
Music. Speech. Academics. and
Art. There were over 800 competitors from the states of
Kentucky. Ohio, Indiana. and
Tennessee.
The following is a list of the
awards won by the students of
Eastwood Christian Academy:
ELEMENTARY - Victoria
Waggoner, Strings Solo, first;
Yasmine Homa, Sacred Piano
Solo,second place:Marisa Todd.
Sword Drills, first place.
JUNIOR HIGH - Izel Leon.
Science, 1st place; Levi
Frederick. Math. 2nd place (tie);
Seth Frederick. Math. 2nd place
(tie): Levi Frederick. Old
Testament, 2nd place; Alison
Reifel. Home Economics, 3rd
place (tie);Emily Overbey,
Home Economics, 3rd place
(tie); Hannah Lovett, Home
Economics. 2nd place: Clarissa

Roberts, Home Economics, 1st
place; Jessi Harrell, Classical
Piano Solo, 2nd place; Allie
McCartney, Classical Piano
Solo, 3rd place; Alison Reifel.
Sacred Piano Solo. 3rd place:
Alison Reifel and Hannah
Lovett, Sacred Piano Duet, 1st
place; Small Vocal Ensemble,
Alison Reifel. Bethany Harrell
and Victoria Waggoner, 2nd
place; Large Vocal Ensemble.
Alison Reifel, Bethany Harrell,
Victoria
Waggoner. Allie
McCartney. Yasmine Homa,
Amber Boren, Kayla Boren,
Marisa Todd and Kristen
Mercer. 3rd place;
Seth Waggoner, Science Fair,
2nd place; Lucas Jones,
Woodworking. 1st place; Lucas
Jones. Digital Media, 1st place:
Digital
Alison
Reifel,
Photography, 2nd place; Seth
Waggoner, Checkers. 2nd place;
Alison Reifel, Bible Teaching,
1st place; Hannah Lovett, Bible
Teaching, 2nd place: Jason
Esau, Humorous Interpretation,
3rd place; Choric Speaking,

Jessi Harrell, Torni Burkey.
Aaron Cook. Jason Esau, Alison
Reifel, lzel Leon. Hannah
Lovett, Allie
McCartney,
Clarissa
Roberts,
Aaron
Thompson, Levi Frederick.
Kayli Napp, and Emily Dowdy,
2nd place.
HIGH SCHOOL - Rebecca
Selby, English, 3rd place, Aaron
Cook, Biology, 1st place:
Zachary Stewart. Biology, 2nd
Jason
Esau.
place;
Comprehensive Science, 3rd
place; JoBeth Scott, Home
Economics, 1st place; Mynah
Snyder, Old Testament, 3rd
place; Mynah Snyder, Religious
Reading, 2nd place; Jeff Harrell,
Spelling Bee. 2nd place
Brandon Reeves, Spelling Bee:
3rd place: Jason Esau, Creative
Writing, Essay, 2nd place
Mynah
Snyder, Creative
Writing, Essay, 3rd place.

In our

CHUR CHES
Youth event planned
at Oak Grove Church
"Youth Explosion" will be Sunday at 5 p.m. at
Oak Grove Baptist Church. located west of Hazel
and Puryear, Tenn.
Cody Deese will be the speaker. Also featured
will be a band and drama team.
All youth are invited. For information call Amy
smith a 1-270-978-2046.

'Quarterly Singing'
planned Sunday at Bell
City Church
Bell City Baptist Church will have its

"Quarterly Singing" Sunday at 5 p.m. with Boll
Nance, music director, directing the program. :
A meal will be provided following the singing;
The public is invited, according to Rev. William
Dodson. pastor.

Symsonia Church will
hear Bro. Tim Cole
Bro. Tim Cole, director of missions for thc
Blood River Baptist Association, will be the
speaker for the revival services at Symsonia
Baptist Church at Symsonia, starting Sunday and
continuing through Wednesday.
Services will be held nightly with special
music . For information call 1-270-851-3527.

You are invited to a

SINGING
Friendship Church of Christ

I

Friday, April 17th • 7:00 p.m.

GOSPEL MEETING
with Speaker

Bro. Tim Roland & Song Leader Derek Burket

Saturday, April 18 - 7:30 pm Seven Wonders of the Word of God
Sunday, April 19 - 10:00 am - Why I Love the Church
11:00 am - Proof that Jesus is the Son of Cod
7:30 pm - Must I Be Baptized to be Sated
There will be a fellowship meal following the Sunday Morning Service.

Everyone is Welcome!
10 miles east of Murray on Hwy. 94 - turn right on 1346 - follow signs
For additional information call(270)970-0076

TOrtHALLIIIRHOPE COM

Glendale Road Church of Christ
Thursday, April 23rd I 7:00pm
All at-e welcome!
Join Dave Ramsey for a nationwide town hall meeting
via webstream, and discover what's happening with the
economy, how we got here, and where we're going.

/F YOU HAVE AN EVENT
YOU'D LIKE TO ANNOUNCE
CALL US AT 753-1916

WORSHIP
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David Johnson Chorus will
perform at Glendale Church

Photo provided

MURRAY ELEMENTARY REWARDS. Each week students who earn "pawsitives" throughout
the week receive special rewards. Students selected from each class meet with the principal,
Janet Caldwell, for a fun activity every Friday afternoon. Students selected for March 27th
were P1: Kassady Lopez. Gavin, Will Stewart, Lanya Richardson and Dijon Miles; P2: Garret
Putz. Gracie Reid, Tristan f-1: Lauren Robinson and Jeffry Parrish; P3: Olivia Burdine,
RaVichael Strickland, Zoe Watkins, Blake Bumb and Gabe Gonzales; P4: Jackson Osborne,
Lane Owens, Emily Drew, Neely Gibson, Joey Allen and Alex Dailey.

The David Johnson Chorus
will return to Murray on May 2.
The adult auditioned chorus,
directed by David Johnson. will
perform at the Glendale Church
of Chnst that Saturday at 7 p.m.
For Spring '09 DJC will return
to its roots and present a totally
a cappella concert series.
Johnson
Director
shared,
"Through the years our audiences have always told us they
especially enjoy the a cappella
songs we put into a concert. It is
also interesting how popular the
MTV "Unplugged" series has
become, in which performers go
back to their acoustical roots
and perform without the benefit
of electrical instruments and
enhancements."
The choral group will be
singing a cappella, much the
same as the MTV "unplugged"
series, except there will be no
accompaniment (acoustical or
electric) of any kind. It will be
the pure, clear sound of voices
in harmony.
The theme of the concert is
"From England and Africa."
The first part of the program
will be songs from England.
Scotland and Ireland. some of
which found their way into early
America's musical repertoire.
And the second half of the program will be songs whose roots
go back to Africa; that were
brought to our shores by the
slaves transported here from
their
homelands. Althought
their messages were mostly

David Johnson Chorus
about their lives of slavery, as Glendale Church of Christ cork
with any truly beautiful music, mons area Saturday. May 2, at.i
they transcend that experience p.m. No admission will be
and resonate with people from charged.
all walks of life, in any moment
For more information, contact
in time.
Gail Crawford, DJC general
The David Johnson Chorus manager, at 731-514-0167 or
will be presenting "From visit their website, www.davidEngland to Africa" at the johnsonchorus.com.

Photo provided

This is what visitors to CastlePost will see after dnving into the castle-like fortress located on
US 60 between Lexington and Versailles. The venue is now a 16-room high-end hotel.

The castle
I had driven past the
medieval-like Castle, only a
short distance from Keeneland
Race Track on U.S. 60, not far
f rom
Lexington,
on and off
again
for
Over
40
years,
always wondering what
was behind
those almost
intimidatin
Out & About walls guard... Kentucky ed by the
large turrets
Style
stationed at
each corner.
By Gary P.
Not
once
West
did I ever
Syndicated
really
Columnist
believe
I
would ever have the opportunity
to go inside.
This mysterious castle, built in
the heart of horse country in
1968 by Rex Martin, would
surely give way to Mother
Nature and all of her rains.
winds and ice before many people could ever get beyond those
walls. Its ever-present lifeless
form, just sitting there on 53
acres in Woodford County, near
the Fayette county line, dying a
slow death.
To the rescue came Tom Post,
who as a student at the
University of Kentucky, had
seen the Castle, and now as a
successful Miami businessman,
had the wherewithal to step in
and buy the never-completed
property and turn it into something extraordinary, even a
tourist attraction.
The thing is, it has been a
tourist attraction ever since it
was built, and according to the
Lexington Visitors Bureau it is
the most asked about place,
right behind the horse farms.
But, now people can actually go
inside, for a fee.
Gone
are
the
"No
Trespassing" and "Beware of
Dogs" signs. It had been
rumored that Dobermans and
other pedigrees of attack dogs
roamed the grounds, waiting for
a tourist to stick a head in.
I was invited to tour this
incredible property, now named
CastlePost. It is now a pointedly high end overnight venue
consisting of 16 rooms, 12 on
the inside and four turret suites
on the outside.
Amenities
include swimming pool, tennis
and basketball courts, rooftop
hot tub and fitness center.
The owner is quick to point
out that he wants this to be a
castle on the outside and a
palace on the inside, and with a
night's stay costing guests
$1,000 it darn well better be.
And it is.
Twelve foot doors, 18-foot
ceilings, dark thick wood work,
original paintings, travertine

floors, chandeliers and muralceilings, are all of the WOW
factors visitors expect of a
palace.
To further point out the
painstaking care that Post put
into saving this apparent ruin,
you have to look no further than
construction manager, Richard
Besola.
Besola had worked on numerous projects for Post in the
Miami area, so after Post paid
$1.7 million for the castle in
2003, the first thing he did was
grab Besola and fly to
Lexington.
"When we got here, Tom,
pointed to it and said." "this is
it," recalls Besola. "I've been
working on this since November
3, 2003, back and forth from my
home in Miami."
A mysterious fire destroyed
much of the castle's interior on
May 10, 2004, but Besola and
Post then made the decision to
keep going forward. "Pretty
much everything on the inside is
completely new," added Besola.
Elegance is the theme
throughout, as this is one of
those places you could visit a
hundred times and still not be
able to absorb all of the interesting detail.
Besola admitted that he really
didn't have a strict budget to follow, and the result is no expenses were spared in creating this
palace-like setting.
The attention to "the little
things" is further pointed out by
interior decorator, J. Victor Saho
from Louisville.
The library is small, but every
book is there for a purpose.
"It took us some four days just
to pick out the books for the
shelves in the library," he said.
And those murals on the ceiling? Louisvillian. Linda Sublet,
took nearly six months to complete the angel-inspired mural,
painting most of the time on her
back, atop strategically placed
scaffolding.
Each room in this castle is
individually appointed with
extra large furniture that
includes the biggest king size
bed this side of Europe. One
suite even has a round bed.
Originally food was not part
of the CastlePost plan. Post didn't really want it. only breakfast.
But after thinking it over and
that it's
being convinced
women who drive a market like
this, he decided to do it.
The culinary aspect of
CastlePost is almost as over the
top as everything else. With a
kitchen and prep area any chef
would die for, and an exquisite
dining room where guest will be
served each evening between 7
p.m. and 9 p.m., in the plushest
surroundings this side of
Buckingham Palace.
Cameron Irvin a French
trained chef is doing the honors
here, not only for the overnight

guest, but also the lots of special
events quickly making their way
into the bookings list. A threechandelier ball room is the perfect setting for a wedding reception, and the entire castle can be
reserved for a 24 hour period all
for a mere $25,000 price tag.
When reservations are made
guests will be given four or five
entrée selections to choose
from.
Once the guest drives through
the gates of the fortress-like
walls, they'll be greeted by a
"butler" in long tails who will
proceed to tell them what they
have in store for them at
CastlePost.
Over the years it had been
reported
that
Arnold
Schwarzenegger wanted to film
a movie on the grounds, and
Kentuckian Lee Majors was
rumored to have purchased the
property. No doubt there will
now be requests to rent
CastlePost for something in the
video business. Perhaps not a
movie, more likely commercials, so keep an eye out for
backgrounds.
So get up, get out, and get
going!
Gary P. West can be reached at
west1488@bellsouth.net.

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger 8, Times
HELPING HANDS: Murray State University students from Gina Winchester's youth and nonprofit leadership class wrap barbecue sandwiches this week in the Curris Center. Winchester
said the 23 students sold 600 box lunches to raise money to fund the local branch of the
Kentucky Homeplace medical program. Area businesses donated all the food and the class
was able to meet their goal of $3,000, plus an additional $400 in monetary contributions.
Winchester said.

Kopperud Realty's
021211 t7(o11202a

--Sat apAil 18Th • 2 pin-4 pm

an er ury 'rye
WELL MAINTAINED BRICK RANCH! Spacious 3
bedroom home located on a corner lot. Large 24x l3.5
living room and spacious bedrooms. Kitchen features
new countenop. sink, and vinyl flooring Sliding glass
doors make outside cooking and entertaining c.onsentem Priced at only 597.900. MLS #49607

Martin Heights Subdivision

Very well maintained 4 bedroom, 2.5 bath home in
the city limits. This property offers newly installed
hardwood floors throughout. Plantation shutters,
walk-in closets. update(' appliances and a gas log
vented fireplace are Just a few ot the amenities that
are yours with this home. Priced at $I75.000 MLS
#4773 I

NEW KID ON THE BLOCK!That is what you will thini,
when you tour this remodeled 3 bedroom. 2 bath beaut,
Extensive updates include the addition of a fazruls
room and a full bath in the master suite. Gorgeous bar.r...
hardwood floors installed. kitchen totally remodeled w
replaced cabinets. countertops, tile flooring. and up-to
date appliances Priced at 5189.500 MLS 047168

a Mocking

1519 Oxford Drive
Canterburs Subdivision
NEW UPDATED KITCHEN'Prid«it ownership is es silent in the
4 bednxim l bath home located in Canterbury Subdisision Home
features a spays us familv room designed tor informal gathenngs
with a sentral fireplace The knshen has just received an update
with new cabinets countertops and [Riming The kitchen opens
into a window lined breakfast nook also with new flooring
Sunrissm ',aced it of the master bedroom priced at Siwg,cfst
MI s

711 Main St.

Canterburs Subdivision

Martin Heights Subdivi aim
CUSTOM Bl'ILT HOME WITH LOTS OF EXTRAS' This
beautiful 4 bedroom. 25 bath home is exceptional in every
was with an unbelievable amount oi +kedge areas throughout The foyer has open stainvay leading to 2 bedrooms and
bathroom upstairs Large family room with fireplace arid
breakfast room that has a built-in desk and shelves Master
bathroom has double sanity walk-in closet, and large walk
in shower Sunroom is healed and cooled Priced at S21r9.5011
MLS #40

BEAUTIFUL NEW CONSTRUCTION! Lovely col
or.. and many details make this 3 bedroom. 2.5 bath
home exceptional Split floor plan, crown molding,
hickory hardwood, and transoms are Just a few of th,
highlights. The tile shower in the master suite is out
standing. Beautiful covered back porch and spacious
backyard. Priced at $289.900 MLS 046393

www.murraykyrealestate.com
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PREP SOFTBALL
MARSHALL CO. 10,
CALLOWAY CO.6

MSU FOOTBALL ROUNDUP

Lady Marshals
outgun errorprone Calloway
OFFENSE RULES DAY IN
FIRST DISTRICT CONTEST

be:
MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

Members of the Murray State University football team are framed between the legs of a referee during Thursday night's Spring Scrimmage
at Stewart Stadium. The scrimmage was the final practice of the spring before the team returns to action this fall. The first game for Murray
State is at home against Kentucky Wesleyan at 7 p.m. on Sept. 3.

Setting Sprin
RACERS CLOSE SPRING SEASON WITH ANNUAL SCRIMMAGE
13-1 MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Whistles were blowing, pads were popping,
water bottles were being distributed, coaches
were 4115U1Ing and for one night, for one hour,
football returned to Murray State University.
The Racers held their annual spring scrimmage at Stewart Stadium Thursday night where
a pleasant number of participants showed up for
the hour-long scrimmage.
And while it was offense versus defense or
wirsite uniforms against blue uniforms, there was
°tie glaring thing and head coach Matt Griffin
wlinted it that way.
"What you saw on the sidelines tonight were
alit of us on one side," he said. "That is what it's
altout for us this year. One sideline, one family
abi I think the kids took that to heart."
The White Team came out on top in the
1)
ityanized scrimmage that •featured 61 offensive
p s and following the conclusion. Griffin reiterated that once the final horn sounded, the most
important time of the season started for his football team.
"I talked to the seniors (Tuesday night) and
I'll talk to the rest of the team (today), but I think
we're a good football team," he said."How good
we become this fall will be a direct reflection of
how good we are this summer.
"Everyone has to be accountable, coaches and
players alike," Griffin added."Guys can't miss a
rep, miss a sprint, take a day off. This is the most
critical time of the year to prepare for the fall.
Again, the great thing for us as a staff is we have
some older guys that know what's expected and
I foresee that going very well."

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. — Though her Marshall
county team took a four-run advantage into the
seventh inning Thursday evening, the cushion
couldn't possibly have been big enough for Jennifer
Burnham.
Her
Lady
Marshals had
4n DISTSICT
produced
10
SIIIIIIMISS
runs on the day
Dist(Overail)
but yielded 13 School
hits to visiting Marshall County
1-0 (8-2)
Calloway Murray
0-0(3-5)
County in a Calloway County
0-1 (6-6)
game that escalated into an offensive shootout early.
Burnham's stomach may have been turning, but
the Lady Marshals were able to silence Calloway's
bats for once,closing the door on a 10-6 4th District
victory in Draffenville.
"You can never relax when you play them," said
Burnham, whose team got a leg up in the district
race, improving to I-0.
"I think if we'd been ahead by 20, I would have
still been nervous going into that seventh inning.
They were really putting the bat on the ball today."
The Lady Lakers outhit Marshall 13-6, but were
bitten by defensive miscues and two crucial bases
on balls that set up big Lady Marshal innings in the
first and fourth frames.
Calloway committed two errors during a fourth
inning in which Marshall blew the game open with
five runs on just one hit.
"If you'd told me before the game we would
score six runs, I would have told you we'd win the
ballgame," said Calloway coach Troy Webb. "We
think the strong suit of our team is defense, and
today it let us down."
It was a fly ball to right field off the bat of
Landon Lovett that did the most damage in the
fourth, scoring two runs to give Marshall an 8-4
lead.
Calloway right fielder Brittany Fox got her
glove on the ball, but it caromed off and rolled to
the fence.
The Lady Lakers botched two defensive plays
on the infield earlier in the inning, one of which
was an error, another in which Calloway attempted
to throw out a Marshall runner at the plate instead
of going for the easy out at first.
Webb chalked those plays up to the youth of his
infield, which consists of three freshmen.
"Things kind of started snowballing on us that
one inning." said Webb. "But things like that are
going to happen when you've got a young infield.
That's part of growing up. We made some errors at
key spots and you can't give Marshall fuel like
that."
Offensively, the lady Lakers got solid performances out of the top and middle of their order.
Calloway got 10 hits from its one through four hitters, but struggled to produce nuts at the bottom of
the lineup.
Alyssa Cunningham was 3-for-4 with two RBI
while lone senior Toree Rogers continued to heat
up, going 2-for-4 with two RBI of her own.
Webb placed the onus of the offense on Rogers.
a Murray State signee, prior to the season. Known
for her defense, Rogers needed to have a breakout
offensive year for the Lady Lakers to be successful.
IN See LADY LAKERS,20

m See RACERS,2B

RACERS SCHEDULE
Date
:Sept 03
'Sept 12
:Sept 19
Sept 26
Oct 10
Oct 17
Oct 24
Oct 31
Nov 07
Nov 14
Nov 21

Opponent
KENTUCIO YVESLE r AN
at North Carolina Slate
at MISS04.1fr Stale
EASTERN KENTUCKY
JACKSONVILLE STATE
at Tennessee State
at llT Martin
EASTERN ILLINOIS
AUSTIN PEAY
at Southeast Missoun
at Tennessee Tech

Time ICSTi
7pm
5p m
6p m
/pm
3p m
IBA
IBA
pm
1 pm
1 pm
T RA

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

Derrick Townsel goes up and over fellow teammate and defender Lamar Hall for the game's
opening score Thursday night.

NISU HOOPS ROUNDUP

Kennedy nabs JUCO transfer Wilson
"His ability to score is sonwthing
forward who played the last two seasons tor the Plainsmen which that attracted us," Kennedy said.
included a 22-11 record in the 2008- "He's also capable of making the
three-pointer and he can block
(19 season.
"We were looking for someone shots."
His coach at Northeastern was
who could score and add an athletic
By MSU Sports Informal'
presence around the basket." Eddie Trenkle.
ii
it: men's basketball Kennedy said. "A.J. has a chance to
"A.J. is very athletic. strong, and
, coach Billy Kennedy he a special player for us."
a combo forward-guard type playannounced the signWilson scored 16.0 points per er." Trenkle said. "He was good on
ing of A.J. Wilson of game. grabbed 7.2 rebounds per the block for us and has the ability to
Northeastern Junior
game. and dished out 1.3 assists per step out and shoot. He also brought
College in Sterling,
the ball up the court for us a lot this
game at Northeastern last season.
Col,
Ile shot 63 percent from the field past season. The big thing for him is
natise of Si
best on the team). 32 percent from he's a good kid and tries to please
Paul. Minn.. is a 0 three-point range, and 69 percent his coach and do everything right."
Wilson
foot-6. 2 I 5-pound Irom the free throw line.
Wilson recorded nine 30-point

BIG MAN WILL JOIN
CANAAN, DANIEL
& SIATITER

games and a I I rebound game at
NJ(' and was a two-time NJCAA
All-Region 9 regular season and
touniament selection.
Ile competed at Mt. Zion
Chi ;stun Academy in Durham,
N( , in the 20054)6 season with
110
R.Il Cr Miner° Thomas.
ilson placi.1 at Saint Bernard's
High School and was named AllMinnesota third ream alter the
2004 its season
"A I has the k. ham e to be
ial.'• Brian Saintlier, Wilson•s A At
141t h said
in the i,isi seat and a
hall he's realized that this is w hat he
•See WILSON,28

TOMMY DILLAFiD 'Ledger & Times
Marshall County's Roni Ray steps safely on
first base after an attempted pick-off throw
from Calloway County pitcher Whitney
Gardner (background) to first baseman Alyssa
Cunningham
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Nobody can,protect your AUTO
any better than we can'
211 S 12th Steil/ray. KY •-/3.:34-15

Slit.'

Auto

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
National Leefitie

Times
- Former Calloway County High School standout and current junior Tyler Brockman (45) looks for running room in Thursday
night's Spring Scrimmage at Stewart Stadium
MICHAEL DANN

Ledger &

•Racers
From Page 1B
p.iiterback Jeff
• :hullo'
Hirbardt. who seems to have
returned from surgery during
Iasi. year, felt no discomfort in
the scrimmage and echoed
many of Griffin's sentiments in
terms of keeping things coinpetals C.
• The duo of Ehrhardt and
wide receiver Derrick Townsel
needed only three plays to eketrify the crowd. The combo
combined on completions of 13
and nine yards before Townsel
made a leaping catch down the
'right sideline for a 43-yard
touchdown reception.
The defense responded by
'getting stops on the next few
'pOssessions before the offense
got rolling again. On a thirdand-10. Ehrhardt found Patrick
Robertson on a 17-yard reception. One play later, the duo
• connected on a 48-yard pitchand-catch that resulted in the
second touchdown of the game.
The' Racer offense put
together its most sustained
drive of the day as they went
56 yards on II plays and ended
the drive with a Kienan Cullen
26-yard field goal. The drive
featured a fourth-and-one conversion as Ehrhardt found
Marcus Harris for seven yards

and followed it up with a 20yard completion to tight end
DeAngelo Nelson.
The quick-strike ability
appeared on the next drive as
the Racers needed only three
plays to score their third touchdown of the game. Ehrhardt
started the drive with a nineyard completion to Daniel Ard.
Charlie Jordan followed with a
10-yard rush before Ehrhardt
hit Ard on a busted coverage
for a 46-yard TD completion
down the right sideline.
The Racer defense gained
the upper hand on the final four
possessions of the scrimmage.
On a third-and-13 on the nest
drive. Tyler Evans broke
through the middle and sacked
Ehrhardt to end the drive. The
next drive ended in similar
fashion as Justin Clark came
around the corner for an eightyard sack. The biggest defensive play came from sophomore defensive tackle Lamar
Theus as he dropped into coverage in the flat and picked off
an Ehrhardt pass and returned
it seven yards.
"We kept a great intensity
through the whole spring. As
long as we keep it going
through the summer, we are
going to he alright." said All-

Thursday's Games
Cleveland 10, N.Y. Yankees 2
Chicago White Sox 3. Tampa Bay 2
Toronto 9. Minnesota 2
LA Angels 5, Seattle 1
Friday's Games
Cleveland (A Reyes 1-0) at NY
Yankees (Chamberlain 0-01 12 05 p m
Oakland (Outman 0-0) at Toronto
(Purcey 0-1), 6.07 p m
Baltimore (Guthrie 2-01 at Boston
(Penny 1-0) 6 10 p m
Chicago White Sox (Colon 1-0i at
Tampa Bay (J Shields 1-1i, 6 38 p in
Kansas City IMeohe 0-0) Si Texas
(1-tarnson 0-1), 705 p m
LA Angels (Moseley 1-0.1 at Minnesota
(Blackburn 0-1). 7 10 p m
Detroit (Vertander 0-1) at Seattle
(F Hernandez 1-01 9 10 p m

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger &Times
Murray State's DeAngelo Nelson (8) is stood up by defender
Taylor Lanigan in Thursday night's scrimmage.
American Austen Lane. "Both
sides were making plays
tonight and that's what
counts."
Ehrhardt finished the game
by going 22-for-32 for 300
yards and .three touchdowns.
Townsel led the receivers with
six catches for 80 yards and a
score. Robertson added three
catches for 68 yards and llarris
had four catches for 37 yards.
Jordan led the rushing attack

with 42 yards on 13 carries.
Comer Lamar Hall led the
defense with 10 tackles,
including one for loss, and a
forced fumble. Josh Marshall
added nine tackles, while Lane
chipped in with five.
"It was a good spring,"
Ehrhardt said. "It was real
competitive, which I think was
the best part. Even getting up
for 5 a.m. practice- when it's
competitive, it's fun."

PREP TENNIS

MHS, CCHS
teams sweep
cornpetition
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www.canter.org can find cancer
Callers to 1.1100,ACS.2345 sir
infiseliedithcand sblqpiNt 24 haus a day.

Cancer information specialists are available day and night, answering
questions and offering peace of mind when cancer patients need it most.

Cancer Survivors Network provides an online community with chat rooms
and information resources for survivors and caregivers at www.cancer.org.

•
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American League
At A Glance
All Times COT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pot GB
Toronto
8 3'27
1
Baltimore
6 3 667
New York
5 5 500 212
4 6 400 3 12
Tampa Bay
4
Boston
3 6 333
Central Dtvislon
W
L Pct 08
5 4 556
Chicago
Detroit
5 4 556
Kansas City
5 4 556
4
7 364
2
Minnesota
Cleveland
3 7 300 2 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
7 3 700
Seattle
4
5 444 2 1,2
Los Angeles
Oakland
5 444 2 r
4
4
5 444 2 1 t2
Texas

May 1, 2009
7 p.m. to 6 a.m.
MSU Stewart Stadium

Staff Repcon
Both local tennis squads
scored sweeping victories on
Thursday.
Murray's boys defeated
Mayfield 8-1 while the girls
knocked off the Lady Cardinals
9-0. Calloway County defeated
Massac County (III.) in a boysonly match 9-0.
In Murray boys action, Sudan
Loganathan fell to Tray Whitnell
8-2, Dillon Ward beat Stephen
Agin 8-3, Shawn Schuring
defeated Terrance Williams 8-3.
Dylan Benningfield beat Gentry
Wiggins 8-4, Johnny Thiede beat
Bridge Horn 8-0 and Topaz
Prawito beat Justin Herrigan 8-0.
Loganathan and Ward beat
Whitnell and Williams 8-5.
Benningfield and Mason beat
Wiggins and Horn 8-4 and
Kelleher and Chambers beat
Harrison and Huff 8-0.
In Murray girls action,
Brooke Salley beat Kahn
Wilford 8-2. Addie Griffo
defeated Emily Whitnell 8-2,
Courtney Perry beat Lindsey
Robinson 8-4. Krishna Kiefer
defeated Samantha Byms 9-8, 71 Lindsey Capps beat Yalin Hon
8-6, and Megan Perry defeated
Perla Chauey 8-3.
In doubles, Salley and Griffo
beat Wilford and Whitnell 8-4,
Kiefer and Perry beat Robertson
and Howe 7-3 and Perry and
Capps beat Byrnes and Enllh 8In Calloway boys action. Will
Blackford beat Max Farmer 8-2,
Seth Fonenbery defeated Jordan
Albritten 8-5, Matt McReynolds
defeated Isaac Mittendorf 8-0,
Jake Darnell beat Nick Archer 80. Logan Wallace beat Austin
Searles 8-2 and Karlo Vazquez
defeated Zach Livesay 8-0.
In doubles, Blackford and
Fortenbery beat Farmer and
Albritten 8-2. Darnell and
defeated
McReynolds
Mittendorf and Archer 8-5 and
Vazquez and Qualls beat Searles
and Li vesay 8-5.

At A Glance
All Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pet 08
8
1 889
Florida
5 4 556
3
Atlanta
4 4 500 3 1,2
Peeleclelpela
Nem York
Washington1
4 5
7"4
125 6 1 2
4
wpct GB
Central Division

SiChicago
ks
g:e
mi iwtsLbr'
Cincinnati
Houston

3
45
756
27

4
4
3
7

4 500 2 1r2
5 444
3
6
3 333
733300
4

West[Nil
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3
L7
Poo
ct

Ca
osn
loArD
i
nid
4ooles
e
Anzona
San Francisco

2
-

8
5

08

4

4 500

3
2

6
7 22
333
23
4 1;2

2

Wednesday's Games
Colorado 5. Chicago Cubs 2
St. Louis 12, Anzona 7
Houston 4, Pittsburgh 1
Philadelphia at Washington, pod . rain
Florida 10, Atlanta 4
N Y. Mets 7. San Diego 2
Milwaukee 9, Cincinnati 3
L A Dodgers 5, San Francisco 4
Thursday's Games
Florida 6. Atlanta 2
Houston 6, Pittsburgh 3
Si Louis 7. Chicago Cubs 4
Washington 8, Philadelphia 2
San Diego 6, N.Y Mets 5
L A Dodgers 7. San Francisco 2
Fridays Games
St Louis (Walters 0-0) at Chicago Cubs
(Zambian° 1-0). 1:20 p.m.
Florida (Nolasco 1-1) at Washington
ILannan 0-2) 605 p.m.
Atlanta (Jumens 2-0) at Pittsburgh
(Maholm 1.0). 6 05 p m
San Diego (C Young 2-0) at
Philadelphia (Harnets 0-1) 6 05 p m
Milwaukee (Bush 0-0) at N Y Mots
(L.Hemandez 1-0), 6 10 p m
Cincinnati (Cuato 0-1) at Houston
05.salt 0-2). 7 05 p..11
Colorado (De La Ross 0-1) at LA
Dodgers (Woil 1-11, 9•10pm
Arizona(Haw 0-2) at San Francisco
Sanchez 0-1), 915 p m

MSU TENNIS ROUNDUP

Webb named to AllMC Second Team
By MSU Sports Information
Murray State sophomore
Alexis Webb has been named to
the 2009 All-Ohio Valley
Conference
Second Team,
announced by
the
league
o ffice
Thursday.
The honor
marks
the
13th-straight
Webb
season a Racer
women's tennis player has
received postseason recognition.
Webb (Cumming, Ga.) was
honored after going 18-11 in
singles action, including going

14-4 in dual play. Webb played
primarily at No. 4 singles and
compiled a 7-2 mark in OVC
competition.
She has won four-straight
matches and seven of her last
10.
In doubles action, Webb
teamed with Lyndsay Ottosen to
go 5-0 in OVC action at No. 2
doubles. She also teamed with
Lynsey Bochenek to win their
lone OVC doubles match at No.
3.
Webb and the rest of the
Racers
will open
OVC
Tournament action this morning
against Eastern Illinois in
Paducah.

•Lady Lakers
before yielding to Ashton Futrell
From Page 16
-She's hitting the ball as well in the fifth.
Marshall added one more run
as she has in four years of playing varsity," Webb said. "Today on Futrell in the top of the sixth
she made a couple of bobbles on inning.
Calloway took an early 1-0
the infield, and that's not her.
But we'll learn from our mis- lead in the top of the first when
Karlee Wilson scored on a
takes today and move on."
Despite a solid hitting day, Marshall throwing error. The
Calloway struggled to produce Lady Lakers added another in
runs, leaving 10 runners on the third and tied the game at
four in the fourth on RBIs from
base.
The Lady Lakers stranded the Rogers and Cunningham.
The Lady Lakers plated two
bases loaded in the third inning
after plating one run on a Kristin more runs in the sixth to cut the
lead to 9-6, but couldn't get any
Boggess single.
"We've got to get some pro- closer.
Calloway will attempt to stay
duction out of that six, seven
and eight spot when we get run- in the district race when they
ners on," said Webb. "The one host Murray on Tuesday.
Before that, however, the
thing we haven't done this year
is when we get runners in scor- Lady Lakers face a demanding
ing position with less than two slate of games this weekend at
outs. we've got to start driving the Christian County Lady
Colonel Classic.
in some runs."
Calloway takes on one of
Marshall did exactly that,
in
scoring four runs in the first and Tennessee's top teams
five in the fourth after loading Hendersonville Beech tonight,
then faces Christian County.
the bases with no outs.
Whitney Gardner took the ranked No. 2 in the state, and
County-Scottsville,
loss for Calloway, surrendering Allen
nine runs over four frames ranked No. 6, on Saturday.

•Wilson
From Page 1B
wants to do and he's putting
forth the effort to get the job
done."
Sandifer commented on
Wilson 's versatility, "A.J. can
play the one through the four, he
shoots the ball well from the
outside, but prefers to play
inside. He's very well rounded
and plays like he's 6-9."
Wilson joins the Racers with

two seasons to play and adds to
an already talented 2009-10
signing class for MSU.
He will join freshmen Isaiah
Canaan (Biloxi HS), a 5-11
guard from Biloxi, Miss.,
Edward Daniel(Woodlawn HS),
a
6-7
forward
from
Birmingham. Ala., and Colin
Stotler (North Cobb HS), a 6-5
forward from Kennesaw, Ga., on
the MSU roster in the fall.
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PUBLIC NOTICE
NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR KENTUCKY POLLUTANT DISCHARGE
ELIMINATION SYSTEM (KPDESi PERMIT ISSUANCE

The Energv and Environment Cabinet does not discriminate on the basis of race.
color, national origin, sea, religion age or disability in employment or the
provision of services and provides, upon request. reasonable accommodation
including auxiliary aids and services necessary to afford individuals with
disabilities an equal opportunity to participate in all programs and activities

lbs

PUBLIC AUCTION
Neon Beach Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Ave
Friday April 17th 5:00 pm
Units to be sold are B-38, B-40, B-69,
D-4 & E-7 Due to non payment
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Storage Rastas
COMM/MI.0 Properly
Pets 1SuppNes
Livereoci 6 Sraptles
Public Sete
Land Co. Rent or Lean

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
. their own hsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsible
try whatsoever for their
activities.

CENTURY 21 is first ir
consumers minds. Be
a REALTOR
at CENTURY 21.
2009 sales are better
than 2008. Please
send resume to 7594030.
If not
licensed, classes
available.

DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
Catioway Co Propane Gas
in Murray has an openrng
for a kcal propene (*every
bobtruck WNW are) tank
setnnstalter Mute have a
Col-Hazleat wrFanker
Expellent pay, great benefits Please call 753-7085
or toll tree for Warren Si
1-800-874-4427 exi 102 or

Smart Non at
vevanwyck Oupças coin

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercorn,
you will be redirected
to iobnetwodccom.
By default,
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listii,gs
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any.
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you.
NOW Hiring
Inside/Delivery Driver
Must be 18 or older
with clean driving
record for 3 years
Apply at Pizza Pro
605-C S 12th St NO

phone cams;

DEADLINES

Discount 2nd Run,
Column Inch, 6
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within ri Day Period
61 34 per column inch extra for Monday(ShoppingGuide
$.6.50

*creeps

Manes For Bele
leolorcycies C ATVS
Auto Parts
Soon Welly Venrclee

$8.25 First Day -20 words or It.. - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver
SUblrli,ted
orrbrisher oraultnrrii, Irre rryht ro rir,e0 4(11

04.0 Cres

Yens
Ueett Truclre
CAMP..
Boats 6 Motors

Sereces °Renal
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Tobacco 1 Supreme
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Sulkier
12921,
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riecnego

Mon. 5 p.m

711":41,
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Frill ix
e--

Fri. un.

Air 11 1.8.
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DO you love working
wttti kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FIRST Baptist Church
(Murray) is seeking a
part-time intenm preschool director. This
person will be responsible for planning,
administering, and
participating in
activites for preschool
children. He/she will
also cooperate with
the intenm children's
director in planning
and administering programs and activities
that include both preschool and older children. Hours will average 10 per week.
Bachelor's degree or
prior experience in
similar work required.
Applicant should be a
professed Christian.
love the Lord and love
children. Interested
persons should submit
resume and names of
three references
to Interim
Preschool/Children's
Search Committee,
FBC, 203 South 4th
Street, Murray, KY
42071.
MASONRY laborers
needed. Call 270-4892790 after 5pm.
PAINTING contractor
is recruiting experiprofessional
enced
journeymen painters.
Must have 4-years propainting
fessional
experience. Position
includes benetit plan
Health,
including
Retirement & paid
vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message.
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportunity employer.

SEAMSTRESSES
needed, must be able
to sew Apply in person Shane Lee Inc
308 Main Street
Murray. (270)753-3753

HOME cleaning servic
es 227-7129

nein Wanted
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BEE CREEK WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT (City of Murray I. 90 Cr.
Lowry Drive. Murray, Kentucky. KPDE.S No. KY0072761. Al No. 615. Permit
applications, draft permits fact sheets, and additional information are available
acwww.water ky.gov/publicassistanewnoCicesipublicenoticee,-*current.htm.
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The Kentucky Department for Environmental Protection, Division of Water,
Surface Water Permits Branch, 200 Fair Oaks Lane, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601,
(5021664-3410, proposes to issue the KPDES permit for the facility described
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lo Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Flours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Fan, Eraerkeneng
Heavy Equipment

HOME or office clean
mg. 270-227-6535.

usiness
Opportunity
CASH BUSINESS
No franchise tees!
FREE seminar start a
coin laundry business.
Toes 5/5. 12:30 or
5:30pm Pre-Register &
receive $10 Gas Gift
Card at Seminar 615335-7001
odillardiamacgray.com

Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
Serv.ce Sales
Repars,Upgrades
759 3556
Want to Boy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used carpeting,
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heaters,
elec. range, refrigerator, storm windows,
etc.753-4109

Murray, Kentucky

GAS BUSTER
SCOOTERS
Battery source for all
small engines

our

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:
.Four-year degree in the sciences or two years experience per year of education
'
Have, or ability to get, waste water certification if required
*Expenence with local. state and federal regulatory requirements
Industrial experience preferred. Dairy experience a plus
▪ Mechanical skills
•Experience with laboratory equipment (ovens. scales, dissolved oxygen meter'.
COD equipment, etc.).
.Working knowledge of Microsoft Office and Lotus Notes
Dean Foods Company is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
M/F/DN
Resumes must be submitted no later than April 24, 2009.
Interested applicants may. apply online at:
www.deanfoods.com, www.rnonstencorn or www.careerbuilder.corn

Candidates must be dependable and a caring
individual to provide behavior management to
at risk teens. Candidates must have reliable
transportation.
Minimum Requirements: High School diploma/GED, 1 year experience in childcare, 21
years of age Candidates must be able to pass
all background checks.
Applications may be picked up at 78 CAKY
Drive, Benton, KY, 42025.
Phone- 270-527-8388.
Deadline for applications la April 27, 2009.
EOF.A4/F/DN

Full-time RN for busy medical practice. Must be licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Will need good phone.
organizational and people skills. Must
be willing to work a flexible schedule.
Please send resume and cover letter:
P.O. Box 1040-A, Murray, KY 42071.

Emelt resume to protechlobeyehoo.com

320
Ararnnents

_1
1BR all appliances in
University
Heights
Subdivision. Deposit,
iease, no pets. $325.
753-4937 M-F 8-5,
753-3949,
2 BR apt near MSU
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR IBA Duplex.
CHVAC, all appliances, trash, quiet
safe neighborhood.
$475/mo, 1 month
sacurity, no pets.
(270)519-4831
2BR Duplex, C/H/A, all
appliances, newty
remodeled 1003-El
Northwood.
,270)753-0259
2BR duplex, nice,
Ca-tiA, appliances furrished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex, stove
refrigerator, air conditioner furnished. No
pets $325.00/mo. +
deposit. 435-4114
2BR. Bedford stone
duplex w/ range, ref.,
dw, 1810 Westwood
606-561-5133
28R, patio, no pets.
$355/mo. 293-6070
3 BR duplex. Coleman
RE 753-9898

-ATV 5 .Motorcycles
•Waverunners

LARGE
SELECTION

We sell tor less:
270
7398

USED, APPLIANCE'S
WARD-EILKINS

MAYTAG clothes
dryer. Oak telephone
bench. 759-5490

11)0 1-808-5.45-1833 Ext. 283
ONE II4ONTII FREE RENT KITH I CEAR LEASE
One and !Ivo Beaman' Apartments
Central Heat di Air
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS W
tal OFFICE HAS-8 444-12 PM • I rm-4 PM

A

PRIMARY DUTIES / RESPONSIBILITIES:
*Collects. tests, analyzes daily samples using waste water laboratory equipment
and manage belt press
•Makes and institutes process operations decisions
-Assists EH&S Manager with regulatory agencies
*Order and inventory all chemicals and parts related to pretreatment waste water
facility
'Calibration of all necessary waste water testing equipment as suggested by the
manufacturer
•Teani work with processing and packaging departments to mininuze milk and
chemical losses
'
Makes rounds frequently to ensure all pretreatment equipment is running
adequately and contact plant maintenance if required

*Must be comfortable with Microsoft
Server Operating Systems. Active
Directory, Exchange, TCP/IP, and network
devices.
Articles

270-753-8556

Successful candidates for Waste Water Treatment Spec ialist positions with
facility must meet the following qualifications.

•NICSE experience desired.

150

1503 Dsomuid in • Murray. KY 42071

Morningstar Foods is seeking a Waste Water Treatment Specialist.

Growing IT Service Company needs
computer/network technician,

0

Glamor-R- eARTm
VztIES.,
NrscEX DOWNS

i

tvic)i-IlirligrStatr-

Community Youth Services is now hiring for
Part -time/PRN youth workers to work in our
residential treatment facilities in the Calloway,
Graves and McCracken County areas.

6051 Scuth-12th St'

(270) 753-1713

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
Best
XBR
Sony's
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
Murray
action.
Electronics, Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia.
www.murrayelectronicsinc.com
(270)753-7567.

Whirlpool refrigerator.
1 year old, ice maker.
$375 270-227-4212

SUNOUEST pro 24
RS tanning bed, low
hours. $750.00 0130
(721Y' c, 1 7

05 John Deere 595,
4WD, diesel engine,
power steering, 62"
r-r-r-rworr -fork 291 17:11

Homo Furnisnings
FURNITURE
and
Mattress
Sale.
Carraway Furniture
105 N. 3rd. 753-1502
TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques.
Road Interiors
603 Main St.
753-6361

!Check us out on the We

1, 2, 3BR homes
Possible
FSBO.
finance. Set-up in
Murray. Bill 978-7656
98 Fairmont 16x80
vinyl siding, shingle
roof, northern insulated, extra nice.
270-489-2525.

4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898

SMALL 2BR
753-6012

$200.

320
Apatimes For Mot

1 BR apt, various loa
cations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR & 2BR apartments
available Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month depose, no pets
753-2905
LARGE nice 1BR ail
appliances. 270-7595885 270-293-7085

<brave contrei
•44.)**toi

761-STOR

Commerical Prop. For

www.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer. trash

& Cable TV included

Appliances included. No PETS!

4/
M
Apennines For Rent

I

AAIF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7568

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large, 2BR,
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances,
C/H/A,
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished. 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed. $675 mo.4354273 or 293-7404

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, Cl-trA, W&D,
$600- 2 people, $6753 people, water,
sewage & trash furnished, no pets
(270)293-3710

\ INN. 41111
I It sT3'itt .I

for
TOWNHOUSES
rent. 3 & 4 BR 25 BA,
refrigerator,
oven,
stove, washer & dryer
included. Close to
Murray State $630$/340 a month. Fast
month 1,2 off. Call
270-348-0458.
VERY nice 2BR, all
appliances. 270-7595885, 270-293-7085.

AWN,
WARENOIJsE

.7534119
293:2482

ereere/121 S.8
IleX10 $25 10x15
(270)436-2524
(270)293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905.

Pets I &pekes
CORGI puppies, 8
wks had 1st shots.
Akc registered $200
(270)205-5784

PETSAFE in ground
pet fence with collar.
wire & flags, new, Covers up to 10-acres, $100 0130.(731$60517

puppies,
AKC, male & female
$2504350 Call afternoons. 270-251-0310

'.1crray

Ledger & Tines

70 75 71916
Llisaloc,i I Sweatt
HORSE Trailer 3
horse slat, tack room
and sleeping quarters
$3500 270-978-2258.

SPECIAL!!!
This ixi 5

PREMIER
MINISTOR AGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

Coleman RE.
753-9898

could be yours
for ONLY S85
per month
Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

I.

I
I

April
Showers
ring May
Flowers!

esib

2-BD. Brick, epee-furnished. Lease &
deposit. No pets.
(270)753-0728
(270)994-3308.

3BR. 2BA, Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled. 701 Broad St.
$500 month, no pets
293-3710

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location 753-2905.
293-1460

The Ptaie.to Star:

AL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.REST.

___Houses For Rent

908 Hillwood Dr. 2bedrooms, 1 -bath
apartment. 51410/mo.
Water & trash pick-up
included.
(270)227-3331

3yr old commercial
building. 30x40. Could
be used for storage.
Low utility bills, work753-6106, home-7533258.

SHIH-TZU

ti
14) rybritt-,:tr.

L2 BR, very nice

2&3 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove, Murray
94East, lease &
deposit required.
753-4109

1500 sq. ft. Store
frontage, 1701 121N
bypass, $750 month.
Call 753-2225 (Debbie
Mac) 759-1509 (Steve)
after 5:00.

DOG Obedience
436-2858

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

8
- --BEDROOM, 1-1/2Bath, CM/A, appliances including dishwasher. S500/month.
$500/deposit.
P.492-8736 or
(270)293-0476

EFFICIENCY
apartments for rent. Some
utilities paid. $220/mo.
No pets 767-9037

rMr1
207 Boutti 7th St.

48R, 2.5BA duplex
now available. All appliances. No pets. 1 yr.
lease. deposit. $760
per month. 753-4937
8-5, M-F. 753-3949.

Mobile Homes For Rent
NICE 2 BR, no pets
753-9866

...owl
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LEDGER&TIMES
I

Local Mail

Home Delivery

I 3 roe. ......-......$30.00
I 6 me.
I 1 yr.
.$105.00

1 yr.

I Rest of KY/TN
r Ponca

CLOSE to canipus,
4BR, washer/dryer,
$700 monthly.
(270)705-2817.
(270)436-5065

Buchanan,

..S1.10.00

All Other Mall
Subscriptions

3 mo..___470.5.0

3 ma....—
$90.00 6 mo .
6 mo
1 yr.......----$120.00 1 yr.
s Check

1/.1.1ornewhere lo

Money Order

$75.00
$9600

Visa

Name

ilora your

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave • 753-3853

I St. Address
I
City

1 State

Zip

I Daytime Ph.
I
•
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916
i.
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4B • Friday, April 17. 2009
Yard Sae

Mae ails

Murray Ledger & Times

craw _1

Spring is in the air
It's Spring Cleaning Time!

HUMANE SOCIETY

LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156,
270-293-0034

YARD SALE

Place your Yard Sale
with us Today & get
your FREE Yard
sale kit with
purchase of ad.

ArilIN(-Mkitrl.S11-0PA dtass 16.41131,1W
" Fralav April 1_7•10AM-6PM
0.0"ilticatteACy0Ple'D
Sati,hy,.Ay!it -18 •r 9AM

t1.11, i‘st. i•ttr

•1

7:30-1:00
RAIN OR SHINE
Baby items, 8 piece dining table, coffee & end
•table set, bar table & stools, kitchen appliances.
- exercise equipment, assorted shoes, women's
and men's clothing arid iots more!

MULTI-FAMILY
GARAGE SALE
Mlles North of
Murray, off 641
on 1 Flint Rd.
'Saturday 7am
.•
' Adult & children
, clothing, sporting
goods. books, toys,
.exercise eqpt. etc.

HUGE 4 FAMILY
YARD SALE
1525 OXFORD DR.
CANTERBURY
SUBDIVISION
SATURDAY
7:00-1:00

Furniture, toys,
genies, collectibles,

Esta
Murray Ledger & Tim. Fair
limasing Act Notice
All real estate advertised hewn
is cubie(t to the Federal he,
Housing Act. .hich makes
illegal to advertise any prefer
ence limitation or discrimination bused on race color religion. sex handicap. iamihal status or national ongiri or intention to tnake env such preference, limttabdre'or dIscominaState laws forbid discriminatior
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addmort to those protected
undo- federal lain
Sill w ill knowingly accept ant
advertising Mr mat estate which
is not in violation ot tile Law All
persons are herd, informed
that all dwellinp advertised are
available on NI equal opportunity basis
For further asfastanoe with Fair
Housing Advertising requiremons, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P ktilans(703)6184000

Hill Electric
1986
24 Noun seance
Since

Res., Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

"1111-1r,

753-9562

HARLEY
Davidson
FLHTCI, blue/silver.
1,800 miles. 293-1231

07 Red Vstar classic
650 with windshield.
Only 1,500 miles, perfect shape. Asking
$4,450. 873-2429.

293-8377, 436-2867
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

narnebrand clothing

Furniture,
Housewares,

lawn & garden,
:Microwave, women
.•size 22, men L
and XL

Can
Angels Attit
762-0505
tor picx-up
of your
leftover yard
[sale items,
ESTATE
YARD SALE
HOME OF MAY
SHERIDAN
1 MILE SOUTH OF
COLDWATER
ON SNOW RD.
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Some furniture,
dishes bed linens.
oedspreads some
brand new). lawn mowers Jewelry knick
kria:Irs Everything
priced to sell

MURRAY
GROUP HOME
YARD SALE
Comer of South
4th & Sycamore
on parking lot of
Vance Heating/Air
Saturday April 18th
flern-2pm
Reschedule to

April 25 in
case of rain

010
Public SIM

CHAV1S REAL
ESTATE & AUCTION

2.13 AC - $25,200
FREE Covered Boat
Slips

(Was *39,900) Roiling
meadow w, scattered
hardwoods. private
KY-Lake access & pastoral
views. Good rd
frontage, utilities, perfect for
log home. Low financing. Call now
1-800-704-3154,
x2263.

AK TRACTOR
WORKS

I

• Bushogging

• New yard prep
• Food plots

07 Burgundy Corvette.
5,000 miles. 293-1231

(270) 753-6482

04 WI jetta, sunroof,
leather, 41K, $7,999.
Wholesale Prices

404's, Car's & SUV-s.
Trade iris welcome
C&K Motors
www.clunotorsky.com
(270)705-5973
03

Carnry, 54,000
miles, $10,800. Call
John 270-970-0584,
1993 Toyota Camry,
new parts Call

Sedan. 37,000 actual
miles, no rust, good

I

450
Homes For Sok

1714 Main St. 319R
approx
2BA
1,700sg.tt. $117,000
270-293-8504,
270-293-8508
3BR, 2BA new con-

struction,

Campbell

Estate. Great price.

Call for appt. 7533966, 293-9747,
908 Hillwood Dr. 6
plex of 2-bedrooms
and 1-bath apts. Each
apt. a 750Isq.ft. Great
investment.
(270)227-3331
FSBO, 3/Bed, 2/I3ath
Approx 1,400 sq.-ft.
Completely remodeled Hardwood,
Stainless & fenced
yard. Just reduced
$117,000. 1500
Johnson Blvd.
(270)210-0663
NEW 38R, 2BA. hardwood, carpet & tile
floors, custom built
cabinets, beautiful lot.
under
Priced
$150,000
270-2939913. 270-293-1524
Nrov
Bedroom homes
in Riverfield
Estates,
Matt Jennings
293-7872

interior. 293-1231.
Usai Trucks

04 Chevrolet Silvered°
Super Sport, 6.0
engine. Black with
black Interior, lights of
chrome. 293-1231.
04 Colorado Ext.-Cab,
Z71, 90,500 miles, avg
20-mpg, excellent
truck. (270)293-0473
94 red Chevy S-10.
Nice truck. Runs good.

79 Ford, 4wd, flat bed.
Nice, runs good.
270-705-7531.
Capron

d

05 Chevrolet Conques
32tI 11 000 miles
293-1231

2011. Jet Boat, 450
Chevrolet
engine.
Blue. orange, yellow
flames in color, tandem
axle trailer 293-1231.

•

-141191
•
LAWN- SERVI.4„t
Mewing. Daritepvitia,
tambespink&

Leaf ,IiNietiremntg
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HIRE FOR
ONLY E75.00
A MONTH.
CALL 75 3-1916

All line ads placed in our paper
are posted on our websIte for free!

(AA)Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

-ALLEN'S Painting
Interior, Extenor
25 years exp.
Free Estimates
270-804-8439

Reliable
scheduled
lawn maintenance Any
size yard in town or
county Tree trimming,
shrubs mulch etc
available Call Steve

\SI'll kl I
\l hiush1 Bro...
I'.1%

yard
and rake.
Free estimates
Tent Becker
(270)978-0806
(270)382-2028

F\1

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

1'14 •N N
kIT

I

ell Jean -up

2839.

\l \ Ylii

Siding,
ROOFING,
fencing. decking, painting, carpenter. Free
estimates. Double-H
Construction. 270-8897262, 270-719-0217.

\I

nlatar Damadea Floors
RtaCeS & Floor JOrSls
.-'eMOCIelartg & Pluribing
,Hi Do Insurance Work
,.-...): g. VitsterflIat kixet-Ittl

731-247-5422
1270-293-2643

REUBEN'S
PROFESSIONAL.
LAWN CARE
Servicing Calloway &

fiCifat '
ifiaFROVErai-4, r
,.
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free es!.
mates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Marshall Co

\Lir Mc

Free estimates

(270)293-2797

3301 St Rt 121N.

227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
.Sagging floors
'Roof Leaks
•Sheetrock
•Decks
No lob too small
MISC work- plumbing,
electric. etc
227-6535
painting

H-436-5277
C-978-0543
BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs, decks pressure washed
and

LAWN moving service
15 years experience
estimates
Free

stained.. 436-2228.

Insured 759-4564

rostopo

Free
Pfillets

a SON'S LLC
• Bush Hogging
Land Cleariliu

1
I

191,1911i 41011111114 I
I I-1 ANA Wird

• Tractor Work

I

• DireGravei Hauling
226-9015

PCIVORtrirec tAntr
wicten kr Ter
ACC AT 9ffte

Loading Dock of

RILEY ROOFING

CALL TO KetWif
YOUK
Triest

Times

Brandon
(270)348-4413

First Come
First Serve

WILL mow lawns.
Adult-owned & operated. 978-5655.

Please
No Phone ("dills

a

tilling,
bushogging,
blade work.

inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be rep.
utable, The Mune.,
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responslt,,,
rty whatsoever for •
activities
wEDELS TREE
SERVICE
-Local •Lic & Ins
slInmintrig
sTaite clown •Flerrice.tal
•Bucket Truck .Chipper
(270493-8105
1270441-1588

LL(

Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured. 489-

• weekly & special pickup".
• locally 0%mA/o9erated!
1759-1151 • 293-27831
293-2784
I

;27093-4CD0

Dav7ksloyae
r
I Improvement

FUTRELL'S Tree

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service Lawns. shrubs,

Used Cars

(270)293-9756
49 Chevrolet 2DR
FALWELL
ESTATES
Robertson Rd South
Nov. selling lots
(270)753-9250
,teiwelletitatee.corn

(270) 227-9212

THE Murray LeOger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. bui

15* rears row
Lammed ountrsatur
FPS! astimetee

MOWING & Trimming

271i-753- 1279

• Garden tilling
KY Lake
Bargain!

Aldridg• & McCultalon
Ro.of+ng Co

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

N. II wlil!

Call. 75.14606
' MOVING
SALE
,
.: 505
WELLS
PURDOM
SAl. APRIL 18
8:00AM-12NOON

270.227.1591

l,trewhousionaleciricco.com

753-8087

• 4.15:16 inch
- *Starting at S20
: mounted
.

household items, luggage, bedding,

Cali

ILMIC

767-9178

finurie:1
44
Feat Cash 0
Stop Eoreti
1,1
7041

'Licensed & insured
'Scheduled Mowing
frREE ESTIMATES

44.1 NI04.114

Beat an price
1,(270)293-68321

Muse

itomes For Sala

I
I

Residential

270-227-3574

Murray Ledger
& Times
753-1916
Office Hours
Monday-Friday
7:30AM-5:00PM

GARAGE SALE
698 WALSTON RD.
OFF COLES CAMPGROUND RD.
FOLLOW SIGNS
SATURDAY

I

seem,I aSV

Commercial &

IDC
LAWSI CAM
An'., 1

(270)748 8732
(270)489-2907

Murray Ledger

WINC11111111110 Ilgaf

Where the action is.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You could be quite hard
on someone without intending
to. Listen to what is being shared
without judgment. You could like
what you hear. Your ability to
zero in on what others cannot
separates you from many. It is
just your style of letting others
know your thoughts. Tonight.
Remember, honey works better
than vineoar.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Allow your imagination to
wander through many different
paths and curves. You could
rediscover how much you enjoy
being a kid again when interacting with a child or loved one. Just
let it all hang out. Relax. Tonight:
Fun and games.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You are coming from a
very solid position and could
actually be stuck. Learn to be
less controlling. A friend could
The Stars Show the Kind of think he or she is giving you
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; good advice. Say thank you, but
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; follow your instincts. Tonight,
1-Difficult
Entertain fror , home.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
21)
**** Someone might have a ***** Keep communication
very different ides for plans. You flourishing. If you are having a
do need to clear out your work. problem with someone, start up
Take off for a day trip, or explore talks now. If you give this person
a new area of town. In this envi- space, he or she will be far more
ronment, you feel renewed. willing to open up. Just by being
Tonight: Where people are.
yourself and available, opportuTAURUS (April 20-May 20)
nity strikes. Tonight: You don't
**** A must-do situation
have to go far.
allows you to move in a new CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
direction. You could be overly *** Refuse to be coerced into
worried or overthinking an idea. doing something: rather, be
Let go, and visit with others in direct and forthright. Your laughthe p.m. An older friend enjoys ter helps melt someone else's
your attention and time Try not resentments. Someone at a disto go to work. Tonight: Out late.
tance has a very strange way of
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
approaching a problem. Tonight:
**** Reach out for someone Let go of negativity.
at a distance. Consider planning AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
a meeting halfway. You under- ***** You naturally make the
stand a lot more than you real- right move. Others seek you out.
ize. Change settings, and you'll but a key friend or partner could
see a worry disappear. Walk feel left out. Be sensitive to this
through a new doo-, and try a person. Although you love your
new type of entertainment or cui- friends, he or she does make a
sine. Tonight: Where there is significant difference in your life.
music.
Tonight: Learn to mix both.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Work with a loved one on *** Take off by yourself.
an individual level. Realize what Perhaps some time alone will
is happening behind the scenes. help revitalize your perspective
Make a safe place for this person and mood. Communication
and others to display their vul- might seem more worrisome
nerabilities. A friend doesn't than in reality. Give yourself the
mean to interfere with a relation- space to see events differently.
ship. Tonight: Let someone else Tonight. Hang out.
determine plans.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
BORN TODAY
***** Use your unique peo- Lawyer Clarence Darrow (1857),
ple skills to draw out others. You actress Hayley Mills (1946), latecould be uncomfortable as to the night talk-show host Conan
split when going out with others. O'Brien (1963)
Be clear and direct ahead of time
in order to prevent difficulties. A Jacqueline Ellgar Is on the
family member appears to be Internet at www.lacquellneblunusually demanding Tonight. garcom.
BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Saturday, April 18, 2009:
Friendship stars in this year's
events. Your pals often make all
the difference. Understand your
goals completely. Through verbalizing your long-term desires,
you will be taking the first step
in making your desires reality.
Learn to adjust and let go. Often
what you thought would happen
professionally is a lot different
from what goes down. In some
other way, you will invigorate
your daily life with a new pastime or hobby. If you are single.
a friendship could become a lot
more. You suddenly note that
you have feelings. If you are
attached, be more understanding
of your sweetie. AQUARIUS
understands you far better than
you think.

Ii

DAVID DOWDY Calloway County Schools
GETTING ACQUAINTED: Preschoolers, taking a tour during
the recent Kindergarten registration at Southwest Calloway
Elementary School, try Out the new hand washing station outside the renovated restrooms near the gymnasium.
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The Murray Ledger & Times
wants you to share your
photographs of people in
our community at work,
at school and at
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When 100 submit photos tor our Scene In the Community
page, please include the event, the date, place, organization h
or group, as well as the name of everyvne in the photo. Onh
a certain number or photos will appear because ot space.
there is no guarantee a submission will he published.
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Print photos: May be dropped oft at the ledger office at
)....{ 1001 Whitnell Ate , of mailed to PO Box 1040, MI1111.11,. KY 42071
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Looking Back
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Ky..
Qov. Paul Patton talking with
Z.C. Enix before the start of the
Waterfield Distinguished Lecture
Senes held in the Murray State
University Curris Center. Gov.
Patten was the featured speaker.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
Also pictured are Judy Overbey, Faye Willie and Judy. Cunningham grading efforts of 4-H
club members during the sewing
competition judging at the Weeks
Center.
Births reported include a boy
to Mike and Elizabeth Friebel.
April 10.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Postal
Worker Brownie Jones sorting
through one of the many baskets filled with United States
Income tax returns this morning
at the Murray Post Office. The
photo was by Staff Photographer Mark Cooper.
Murray High School Speech
Team won the sweepstakes award
and Calloway County High
School Speech team won second at the Kentucky District
State National Forensics Speech
Tournament held at Morehead
State University, Morehead.
Births reported include a girl
to. Faye and Bert Hooper, April
!.; 30 years ago
• Published is a picture of members of the Murray Fire DepartMent trying out a new remote
epnirui ladder which was recently installed. The pipe will spray
from 35 to 85 feet and has all
varieties of spray ranging. The
photo was by Staff Photographer Debbie N. Lee.
John Hoover is the speaker
for a gospel meeting at Pleasant Valley Church of Christ.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry D. Bomar,
March 26.

40 years ago
Marvin O. Vv'rather, former
principal at Hazel High School,
was the speaker at the annual
banquet of the Hazel Alumni
Association held at the school
with 100 persons present. New
officers of the as.so..: tation arc
Tommye D. Taylor. president;
Gene 0. Miller, vice president;
Ella Van Tidwell. secretary; and
Myrtle White, treasurer.
Hazel Parker Tutt. wife of
Talmadge Tutt of Murray, was
honored at a retirement dinner
by South Central Bell Telepne
Company at Boswell's Garden
Room. Paducah. She has retired
after being employed since Nov.
II. 1946, with the company when
she started as an operator.
SO years ago
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
and a member of the Murray
Rotary Club discussed the city's
progress and future needs of the
city at a meeting of the Rotary
Club held at the Murray Woman's
Club house.
The jury list for the May
term 'of Calloway County Ctrcuit Court has been released by
Circuit Judge Earl Osborne.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. A.G. Wilson, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Kent Nichols
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Barnes.
60 years ago
Senator George E. Overbey
discussed the recent tax legislation at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club held at the Murray Woman's Club house.
Rubie Smith. assistant prolesSot' of education at Murray State
College. will attend the national eting of the Association for
Childhood Education at Salt Lake
City. Utah. April 18-24.
Showing at the Varsity Theater is "You Gotta Stay Happy"
starring James Stewart and Joan
Fontaine.

In 1524, Giovanni da Verrazano
reached present-day New York Harbor.
In 1790, American statesman
Benjamin Franklin died in Philadelphia at age 84.

In 1861, the Virginia State Convention voted to secede from the
Union.
In 1941, Yugoslavia surrendered to Germany in World War
In 1964, Ford Motor Co.
unveiled its new Mustang model
at the New York World's Fair.
Jerrie Mock of Columbus, Ohio,
became the first woman to complete a solo airplane night around
the world.
In 1969, a jury in Los Angeles convicted Sirhan Sirhan of
assassinating Sen. Robert F.
Kennedy. The First Secretary of
Czechoslovakia's
Communist
Party, Alexander Dubcek, was
deposed.
In 1970, the astronauts of Apollo 13 splashed down safely in the
Pacific, four days after a ruptured
oxygen tank crippled their spacecraft.

Alternative, inexpensive
remedies for psoriasis

Girl's doughnut tastes less
sweet served in a paper bag
DEAR ABBY: I am 8 years
old, and I love science. I am
writing you because when I
go to the doughnut shop, they
always give me paper bags
when I order my doughnut to
eat there. I also notice other
people getting
bags
don't
they
need
because they
are
eating
their doughnuts there,
too.
How
many trees
have to die
for no reaBy Abigail
son?
Van Buren
I
care
about recycling and how long it takes
for things to break down in
the earth. What can I do so
the doughnut shop will stop
wasting bags? -- MANDI IN
SCARSDALE, N.Y.
DEAR MANDI: I respect
the fact that you are conscientious about how your actions
-- and the actions of the people around you -- affect the
environment You are a sharp
young lady.
What you should do is speak
to the manager of the doughnut shop. Tell him or her that
these days a strong selling
point in many businesses is
that they are "going green."
In the case of the doughnut
shop, it would cost them less
and even gain them more customers if they would stop handing out bags to customers who
are eating their doughnuts on
the premises and tell them
why. (A piece of waxed paper
would suffice and create less

Dear Abby

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. April 17, the
107th day of 2009. There are 258
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 17. 1961. some 1,500
CIA-trained Cuban exiles launched
the disastrous Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba in a failed attempt
to overthrow the government of
Fidel Castro.
On this date:
In 1521, Martin Luther went
before the Diet of Worms to face
charges stemming from his religious writings. (He was later
declared an outlaw by Holy Roman
Emperor Charles V.)
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In 1990, the Rev. Ralph D.
Abernathy, the civil rights activist
and top aide to Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr.. died in Atlanta at age
64
Ten years ago: Gen. Wesley
Clark, NATO's commander, bluntly told Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic to change his policies in Kosovo or see his military machine destroyed. The first
of three bombs to explode in London within a two-week period
went off in Brixton, a racially
mixed neighborhood, injuring 39
people. (David Copeland, a white
supremacist. was convicted of three
murders caused by the bombings,
and was sentenced to six life sentences, one for each fatality and
for each bomb.)
Five years ago: Searchers found
the body of missing North Dakota college student Dru Sjodin.
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ATTENTION(
EVERYONE!

waste.)
Readers, if you are interested in how long it takes the
items we toss into our landfills to decompose. I found
the following illuminating.
Read on:
Paper
2 to 5
months
Orange peels
6
months
Milk cartons
5 years
Filter-tip cigarettes ... 10 to
12 years
Plastic bags
10 to
20 years
Leather shoes
24 to
40 years
Plastic containers
50
to 80 years
Disposable diapers
75
years
Tin cans
100 years
Aluminum cans
200
to 500 years
Styrofoam
Never
414
DEAR ABBY: I'm having
a problem with my next door
neighbors. We just purchased
a wonderful historical home
located in an awesome neighborhood. My problem is, after
we moved in, we realized that
these people are exhibitionists.
They have no window coverings in their home, which has
large windows on all sides. At
night you can see all the way
through to the other side.
Our home has no back door,
so when we need to let our
dog out, we must walk along
the driveway. We refer to it
as "walking the gauntlet." This
couple eats their breakfast a!
a table next to the side window dressed only in their night
clothes. At 7 a.m., I am in
my robe. Should I wave or
hang my head in shame?
I know I should have
checked the neighbors out
before we bought. I come from
a rural area, but still, I had
blinds. Flaunting my nightwear
or my husband's is kind of
personal. Please advise. -- PUT
OFF IN TEXAS

DEAR DR. GOTT: Please tell
use what to do to get nd ot my
psoriasis. I've had it for a long
time and just can't seem to get
rid of it. I do have a prescnporal for Taelonex that works well.
but I don't have health insurance
to continue to fill the expensive
prescription.
What else can
I do'
DEAR
READER:
Most forms of
psoriasis are
cyclical.
meaning
symptoms
flare up, subside and then
flare up again.
An outbreak
By
can
present
Dr. Peter Gott with
red,
scaly patches of skin, itching,
painful joints and more. Common
forms can appear anywhere on
the body, including the inside cf
the mouth.
Risk factors include a family
history of the disease, immune
disorders, stress, exposure to cold,
certain medications and more.
Treatment depends on the location of the outbreak. Some lesions
might be controlled with an overthe-counter topical cream. Corticosteroids are prescription antiinflammatory drugs prescribed frequently. And, as you pointed out.
some drugs can be quite expensive.
Keep your skin moisturized,
especially after bathing. Avoid
harsh soaps and very hot water.
Both will dry your skin and aggravate the lesions. Use a sun block
prior to going out of doors in
daily sunlight. Controlled exposure can improve lesions, but take
caution not to overdo it, as too
much sun will trigger an out-

Dr. Gott

break.
Alternative control inchidis
.
synthetic forms of vitamin ti that
may reduce inflammation Of ,the
skin and block cells from rspsoducing. Medicated chest ruhs: cat
be applied to affected map:to
relieve the itch and stop the: sealing
.
Apart from being healthfu.l,eating a banana a day can hellcat
psonasts, not for the fruit, iat)ier
for the peel. Simply rub the inside
of the peel over small or mildly
irritated areas two or three times
a day. Cut the balance of the peel
into patches large enough to cover
the most serious lesions. Hold in
place with paper tape. Replace
daily. The results will be astonishing.
To provide related information.
I am sending you copies of -rity
Health Reports "Dermatitis;
nests & Eczema" and "Compelling
Home Remedies." Other readers
who would like copies should
send a self-addressed stamped No.
10 envelope and a check or money
order for $2 for each report to
Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure to mention the We(s).
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
speech therapist. A while ago; yciu
wrote about treatments for gelrs
palsy and mentioned physicaltherapy. among other things. I, was
disappointed, however, that you
didn't mention speech (beret*,
which may be more beneficial for
sufferers. Please let your readers
know about this therapy. .
DEAR READER: Done.
I hadn't thought of speech therapy as a treatment for Bell's palsy.
When most people think of speech
therapy, they think it is used for
children who have difficulty enunciating properly or have facial
deformities (such as a cleft palate)
that make speaking difficult.

Contract Bridge
Test Your Play
'roe are declarer with thc West
hand at Si'. Spades, and North leads
the four of clubs How would you
play the hand?
East
West
•AKJ 10 8 4
•Q 9 7 5 2
111 9
•A Q
•14..11
•A 9 4
•A 2
•IN t.‘ 3
This is strictly a percentage problem. There is no way to guarantee the
slam, hot there is one approach that
giscs you the best chance for the
contract Three different lines of play
stand out, and they all start the same
way. You win the club lead with the
ace, draw trumps, cash the king of
clubs and ruff a club.
Line No. I: You take a heart
tinesse. lithe queen loses to the king
and a heart is returned, you next lead
a diamond to the ace and a diamond
back, finessing the jack.
This approach wins if North has
either the king of hearts or the queen
itt diamonds. It offers about a 75 percent chance of success.
Lime No. 2: You cash the A-K of
diamonds. Assuming the queen does
not fall, you then continue with the
jack of diamonds.
If South has the quern, school is
out because he must return a heart or
yield a rutT-and-discard. But it- North
has the queen of diamonds, he wins

DEAR PUT OFF: There
is nothing shameful or exhibitionistic about wearing one's
pajamas to the breakfast table.
If the sight of your neighbors'
nightwear embarrasses you,
plant a lovely, lush, fast-growing hedge between your driveway and their kitchen.
400
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Boren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
•••

and returns a heart. You take the
finesse. and the outcome depends On
who has the heart king
This line of play succeeds if either
opponent has the singleton or dotiNoon queen of diamonds, if South
has the queen of diamonds, or if
North has the king of hearts. The
overall chance is about 78 percent..
Line No. 3: You play the ace of
hearts followed by the queen. If
South has the king, it's all ovum
because he must lead a diamond or
yield a ruff-and-discard.
If North has the king of hearts,
he is forced to return a diamond. If he
has either the queen or ten, you make
the contract. Thus. if North has ttl-ss and leads a low diamond, you follow low from dummy, trapping
South's queen. If North returns the
ten instead, you cover with dummy's
jack to make the contract.
.• •
If North has the queen of *diamonds, the outcome is the same. You
follow low from dummy on his low
diamond lead, take South's ten with
the ace and then finesse the jack.
This method of play succeeds if
South has the king of hearts, or if
North has either the ten or queen of
diamonds, UT both. It offer: about an
87 percent chance of success. fairing
only when North has the heart .king
and South the queen and ten of diamonds.

Tomorrow: A word about squeezes.

vords43 Cheering
47 Corn shuck
48 Mountaindweller of Iraq
49 Above, to poets
50 Failing that
51 Ms Ferber
52'— -Pan"
53 Absurdly comical
54 Lack
55 Starfish part
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I'M REAL6V BEA", 40NE
BEEN A LONG WEEK AND VA JUST
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A SINGLE
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I MAY NEVER HAVE
TO PO LAUNPRY
AGAIN i
OR 3I-40w YOUR
FACE IN PUBLIC

1 New socialite
4 Sugar amts
8 Lemons
12 — Dawn Chong
13 Warden's fear
14 Soprano's
rendition
15 Web site
16 Bed-and-breakfasts
17 Doctrines
18 Told a secret
20 Grind one's
teeth
21 Blustery
22 Whale blubber
23 Deep pink
26 Mimic
30 Sawbones
31 Marshy place
32 PCB regulator
33 Shower rack
item
36 Hang down
38 Autumn mo.
39 Python
40 Recite mantras
1
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DOWN
1 Trounce
2 Titled man
3 Bartok or
Logos'
4 Like some
elders
5 Muscle-to-bone
connector
6 Ducks haunt
7 City rtes
8 Small
and delicate
9 Bear
constellation
11116,

MN

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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10 Lowers the
lights
11 Window frame
19 Lingerie buy
20 Come
unzipped
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22 Haze
23 Savings accts.
24 Gasp of
delight
25 Electronics
mfr
26 Sweet murmur
27 Corp. bigger
28 GI mail drop
29 Knock gently
3 Plant sci.
3.s Fiddle with
35 Interest amt.
36 Trinket
37 Long-tailed
animal
39 Carried
40 Home. to
Pierre
41 Luau entertainment
42 Part of PBA
43 Uncivil
44 Teeny bit
45 Get closer to
46 Bleak
48 Kesey or
Russell
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Doris
Controller
40 Years

•

Olvie 84athis
Parts
40Y.ears

itiante SmitY
Inl•entory Canino Mgr.
. 32Years

E91041.1.-.. • • "Betty Parrish
Si'rvice Manager; • ' Accountittg
• •
21 Yeats.
•
Ye:arS.

Mike KirI
Tr •c hnic iai
24 Years

Dewey Orr
Tec.hnician .
32.Yeark •

4111.0
Await

Carl'Garlan(1
Tectereicaaie
20 Years

-

Gaye Moore
Controller's Assitant
1-9•Years

MelarrieTodd
Warraritf Clerk
17 Years

Tisnothy.Waddell
Technician
,
. • 18 Years

Mill Taylor
Sates
17. Years.

.••
• Kathy Torkl.
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16 Yt at
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Ttor,.t,t Sale, Minage
14 Yin'
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Buck VS/m.1<ms
Parts Manager
13 Years

Chacifribitte
bete...het .Sales
9-Years

Ruthie 1-141111:1
Sales
I Years

-Kenneth Grace.
'Service Wrier:it 2 Years .

Soria.Wilsoli
Sales Asiistat it
9Years
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it•rro le.fartatin
ReiePt.iphist
SYeari,

•
Adam Thach
Parts
4 Year-s

" Thomas•Myers
Saks
3 Years
"

11
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Minis RUSS:1-'11
Salis
3 Years

Thurman Foster
Sales .
3 Years

Nicerte Morgan
Aa lllll

Lukas Howe
Clean-Up
3 Years
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brutany Crouch
_Title- cl,erlt
-2 Years
••

Christopher Bell
Technician
2 Years

Klint Konrad.
GM Servic:e •
•
1Year

Barry Trtissi.11
Toyota Servic
2 Years

Robert Parscur,
.2Years

Patti Efiln
Accounting
I Year

Steve Audi it,
Sales
.2 Years
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•.:aelrailt- • _
Eddie Davenportlot Artentiant-'
.1 Year- •

Tartham

1111111:211111

Dan goal
_ _Courter
" I Year

—Crtath
—ie
Daler
Courier
I Year

Ti• f•-

1.arries- Corium
Toyota Service Man.qc r
15 Months

BusiM•ss Manager
Month' • qv

WE ARE MOST APPRECIATIVE OF
OUR EMPLOYEES & CUSTOMERS.
Check Us Out On The Web At:
.COMAi www.toyotaofinurray.com
MIAMI*"

et TOYOTA

TAYLOR
DWAIINIPONTIAC
• GMC • CADIU.AC
CHEVROLET • 13pICK •

- 5 Pvt.-'Sat
nart• 7P,111, Mort.,•-• Fr, •8
Showroom Pt mrs
Fri.
Milli:
5c10
Serylee Dela. hourtr..7
n
sintaylot.cor
shelialitthoo
Fax (210)t53-.16211•E-rrisiit.oadrete:

TOYOTA

(0)

a

OF MURRAY

Next to Owient) Taylor-014C Chevrolet
p.m., Man. — Fri.• a.m. 5 p.m.. Sat
Showroom Hrs 8 a.itr.
fax 759-9918• E.-ritail: Andyilkiwaintaylor.com

Hwy. 641 S.• NIurray.(270) 753-4961
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